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Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey should not be designated as a Local Service Centre.

Comment ID: DS4352
Response Date: 27/02/13 15:10

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I object to the designation of Goostrey as a Local Service Centre.

Comment ID: DS4346
Response Date: 27/02/13 14:01

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities
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Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

It appears to me that this consultation is a complete farce and that the decisions have already been taken by the Council and the Planners. 
You have made this consultation process so complex so that few members of the public will have the time or ability to make comments on the 
plans.
By your own admission, Handforth does not need development on the scale proposed and there is absolutely no reason to build on the 
M!/M2/M3 sites other than financial. ie that the Council can raise millions of pounds from developers by destroying our greenbelt. The 
proposals are in direct opposition to your own claims that you want to develop the centre of Handforth. This will not do so. This is scandalous 
and the Council should remember that the land belongs to the people and not to the Council. The vast majority of Handforth residents DO 
NOT WANT THIS DEVELOPMENT on the scale proposed.
Comments now relate to the numbered points in the document:
2. Agree in principle to dualling A500.
Do NOT agree to providing link road around Congleton at the expense of selling Handforth's green belt to pay for it.
Woodford/Poynton Relief Road - AGREE
Manchester Airport - A6 Link road - AGREE
3. Establish a "Town Centre First" policy - AGREE but not by having new settlements on Greenbelt land which will not help the existing centre 
of Handforth.
4. To develop three new settlements - to minimise impact of building on green belt and to protect individuality of towns and villages etc. - I 
cannot speak for other areas, but Handforth East settlement on treasured green belt does NOT fulfil this aim, It will not have a minimal effect 
on green belt, nor does it introduce a strategic open gap. It does the opposite.
5. Housing Growth policy. - There is no proof that 7000 new homes are needed and certainly 2500 of them are not needed in Handforth.
6. Houses should be built where they are needed to avoid unnecessary use of cars and public transport - not where they are not needed.
VISION
1.5 Areas already well connected to existing urban areas - Wilmslow, Alderley Edge, Chelford, Goostrey, Sandbach, Nantwich, Knutsford, 
Macclefield - NOT JUST HANDFORTH AND CREWE
1.6 "Growing at a sensible pace" does not mean increasing the size of Handforth from 3300 to 6000 - an increase of 75% over a very few 
years, without proper facilities - roads, schools etc.
1.7 "Jobs led growth" means jobs first surely. "Not at the expense of our attractive environment" - includes Handforth's green belt
Our many areas of landscape value, sites of nature conservation importance and heritage assets will have been protected from development, 
through environmental and heritage designations placed on specific assets and Green Belt and Strategic Open Gap which are intended to 
maintain openness and restrict urban sprawl. We intend to enhance the success of these and will employ the concept of 'Green Belt swap' 
and the provision of new Green Belt to achieve this.
“Green Belt and Strategic Open Gap which are intended to maintain openness and restrict urban sprawl”
You are removing the open gap between Cheshire and Greater Manchester by developing Handforth East. The concept of “Green Belt Swap” 
is a complete nonsense. Will you be providing free transport and access to other parts of Cheshire for the people of Handforth to get to our 
swap area? Rubbish. Green belt needs to be near existing communities. Why doesn’t London build on Hampstead Heath or in Regents Park 
and transfer those areas to Hertfordshire? The concept is clearly ludicrous nonsense.
2.11 "Consultation on this document will form an important part of the preparation of the Core Strategy of the Cheshire East Local Plan. We 
are seeking your views on our preferred strategy for the amount and location of new employment and housing development in the Borough. 
The results of this consultation stage will be carefully considered when drafting the Core Strategy for its submission to the Secretary of State 
later in 2013." - Evidence to date suggests that you will ignore the peoples’ wishes unless they coincide with your own.
4.1 Following the Issues and Options Consultation at the end of 2010, we were keen to find out the views of local communities before we 
progressed with the development of the Local Plan. The Issues and Options consultation confirmed our initial view that the bulk of any new 
development should be focused in our larger towns, which provide a good range of facilities to support growth, and we considered it important 
that the residents and businesses in those towns should have a genuine say in the shaping the future of their communities.
“Bulk of new development focused in larger towns” – Handforth is not one of them yet is planned to take a huge number of houses.
4.3 The draft Town Strategies for Alsager, Congleton, Middlewich and Sandbach were prepared first, as part of a Neighbourhood Planning 
'Frontrunner' project, with funding from the Department for Communities and Local Government. The Town Strategies were prepared in 
partnership with each respective Town Council and representatives of local community partnership groups who formed a stakeholder panel 
for the town.
Why should those places go first?
4.4 The strategies for Alsager, Middlewich, Congleton, Sandbach(1) and Wilmslow have been finalised following consultation and approval by 
their respective Town Councils. A similar tailored approach was then used in the preparation of each of the other Town Strategy documents. 
The Town Strategies for the remaining towns have been subject to consultation but have not yet been finalised.
Where does Handforth get a mention?
Handforth - The draft Handforth Town Strategy looks to limited future growth but aims for a greatly improved town centre and improved 
employment opportunities. The maintenance of the Green Belt is seen as important, retaining separation of the town from nearby settlements 
such as Cheadle Hulme and Heald Green. There is a strong preference for the use of brownfield sites in the town for development although 
the need to provide additional housing to meet the current and future needs of the town is recognised. A number of potential sites for 
development around the town are identified in order to ascertain public opinion on their suitability for development.
The Plan does nothing for an improved town centre. You say that the maintenance of the green belt is seen as important, retaining separation 
of the town from nearby settlements such as Cheadle Hulme and Heald Green. Why then develop on M1, M2 and M3? This totally contradicts 
your strategy!
5.2 "The northern part of the Borough is the most economically successful area of Cheshire East. The close proximity to Greater Manchester 
and Manchester Airport, its high quality environment, and direct rail links from Wilmslow and Macclesfield to London, have contributed to the 
area’s affluence. All the major settlements in this part of the Borough are set in the Green Belt, and this poses challenges for the continuing 
growth of the area."
It is because of the green belt that people want to live in this area. Keep it green or you will destroy its attractiveness.
5.5 "An adequate supply of housing....that meets local needs" - not with increaes of 75%
5.6 " You will destroy the attractive environment before the houses are built. Think again.
5.30 "It is important to make sure that the places where we decide development should take place have good access to jobs, health and 
community services, education, shops, leisure, open space and sport and recreation facilities. If it is easy to walk, cycle or use public transport 
to get to facilities, the number and length of car journeys, and carbon dioxide emissions (the primary cause of global climate change), can be 
reduced. For that reason we think it right that the bulk of new development should take place in our larger towns where access to services is 
generally easier." -
Handforth might have good access to Manchester City centre, but not to the rest of greater MANCHESTER or the airport. Railway station will 
be 2 ½ miles from M1/M2. Buses to Manchester are slow and still at least a mile from M1/M2. Therefore any thought of reducing carbon 
dioxide emissions is pie in the sky. People will travel by car, not walk or go on public transport.
5.31 If Macclesfield is the main place for jobs in the north of Cheshire, then why build in Handforth. What is wrong with Tytherinton, Bollington 
and Macclesfield itself or dare one suggest, Prestbury.
5.47 "The towns Alsager, Congleton, Handforth, Knutsford, Middlewich, Nantwich, Poynton, Sandbach and Wilmslow will see growth, with 
high quality homes and business premises provided to meet local needs, where smaller independent traders will continue to thrive and where 
all development will contribute to creating a strong sense of place."
Smaller independent traders in Handfroth have not been helped by the Handforth Dean development and neither will they be helped by the 
development at Handforth East.
5.68 Wilmslow is a far larger place than Handforth and there is no good reason why they should not take their fair share of development. 
None of their houses should be built in Handforth. This is very much a case of dumping on Handforth.
5.69 Why is the green belt so important in Wilmslow yet not in Handforth?
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View consultation point 
Development Strategy

5.72 5.72 The proposed settlement at Handforth will take some of the growth that otherwise might have had to have been accommodated in 
less suitable locations on the periphery of nearby towns. Rather than spreading the impact on the Green Belt, it seeks to minimize the take up 
of Green Belt land in a single sustainable location.
This might provide the CEC with an easy solution, but the people of Handforth don’t want it. Calling it a new settlement is a cunning way of 
trying to pretend that it is not in Handforth. IT IS HANDFORTH’S GREENBELT AND WELL USED BY THE RESIDENTS. Everything is wrong 
with this site.
5.72 "The proposed settlement at Handforth will take some of the growth that otherwise might have had to have been accommodated in less 
suitable locations on the periphery of nearby towns. Rather than spreading the impact on the Green Belt, it seeks to minimize the take up of 
Green Belt land in a single sustainable location."
This might provide the CEC with an easy solution, but the people of Handforth don’t want it. Calling it a new settlement is a cunning way of 
trying to pretend that it is not in Handforth. IT IS HANDFORTH’S GREENBELT AND WELL USED BY THE RESIDENTS. Everything is wrong 
with this site.
5.74 You are taking away existing green open spaces. What sort of renewable on-site energy is proposed? What proposals are there for user-
friendly transport systems. We certainly don’t have that at the moment.
5.75 Why can’t Alderley Edge have a share of Handforth’s proposed houses. They have plenty greenbelt that could be used.
POLICY CS 2
3. "Outside of the Green Belt, substantial development may be appropriate, recognising the role of these towns in the provision of essential 
services. For Key Service Centres surrounded by Green Belt, the scale of development will be moderated to ensure that the fundamental 
objectives of the Green Belt are not compromised. A Strategic Open Gap policy has also been created to protect areas around a number of 
the Key Service Centres from development."
Your plans are closing the open gap between Handforth and Greater Manchester.
5.78 There are some 250,000 square feet of empty office space at Handforth Dean. A new settlement at Handforth East will not have 
adequate jobs locally.
5.82 It is the easy option for the CEC. The people don’t want it so go away and think again so far as Handforth is concerned.
5.84 People will not travel to Handforth for services when they have a huge shopping development at Handforth Dean. They will go to 
Wilmslow, Macclesfield or Manchester. Why should other communities be able to hold on to their greenbelt land but not Handforth?
Green Belt
1. "Green Belt is a designation for land around large built-up areas, which aims to keep this land permanently open or largely undeveloped. 
The purpose of the Green Belt is to:
check the unrestricted sprawl of large built up areas and prevent neighbouring towns from merging;
safeguard the countryside from encroachment;
Using the greenbelt at Handforth does not check urban sprawl, it encourages it.
Policy CS 4
Safeguarded Land
Safeguarded land is land between the existing urban area and the inner boundary of the Green Belt, safeguarded for future development 
beyond the period of the Local Plan. These areas are shown on the Proposals Map for the Local Plan.
1. "Safeguarded land will be removed from the Green Belt but not allocated for development.
2. Within the Safeguarded Land, planning permission will not be granted for inappropriate development, in accordance with national policy on 
Green Belt.
4.Development of safeguarded land will require a review of the Local Plan and assessment of the land in relation to the need for development 
at that time and the identification of the most appropriate locations for development to take place."
Safeguarded land at Handforth “A” has been earmarked for commercial development and yet more housing. When a care village is turned 
down 3 times, why on earth has the designation been changed from safeguarded to Commercial use? This is madness and leads one to 
confirmation of already held beliefs that the planners have already decided that they want the care village despite rejection by the council and 
by redesignation the Council will be unable to stop it next time. Do the Planners not know that it is the Council Tax payers who are paying 
their salaries and it is to the council tax payers that they be paying attention and not to developers.
7.2 "New development should not overburden existing infrastructure........"
This is exactly what Handforth East will do. The A34 is clogged now at peak times, if 2500 new homes are build at Handforth East on top of 
the 900 at Woodford and those at Macclesfield, and the main source of employment is at the airport and Greater Manchester, then that 
situation will be very much worsened. The extension of the Manchester Airport link road will encourage traffic to the bottle neck at the 
A34/A555 junction. Furthermore, the lack of adequate secondary schools in the plan is scandalous. How does bussing peole to other areas in 
the CEC area help the eco-environment?
8.10 "In order to mitigate the potential effects of increased transport emissions, all developments should incorporate a low emission approach 
such that all developers consider the likely increase in emissions and propose measures which are aimed at reducing those increases. Such 
measures could be:
"Individual Travel Plans for each new householder/commercial travel plans - focusing away from private vehicle use;"
Does this mean that each new householder will have to justify using their own car? BIG BROTHER STATE here we come.
Summary of Development Requirements
As shown in Table 5.2, it is proposed that Handforth should deliver:
200 new homes between 2010 and 2030 (10 per year)
10 hectares of employment land between 2010 and 2030 (0.5 hectare per year)
This development would provide for some of the local need and provide a limited amount of new infrastructure to support the town.
Why then do we need M1/M2?
8.59 "Wilmslow has been identified as one of the Key Service Centres for Cheshire East, and as such the vitality and growth of this town is 
key to the prosperity of the Borough as a whole. The Wilmslow Town Strategy aims for Wilmslow to be a forward thinking, dynamic and 
welcoming town with a strong community spirit, that will provide for the needs of the whole community in all aspects of life. The Town Strategy 
seeks to ensure that Wilmslow attracts sustainable, economic investment and provides a wide range of employment opportunities and that it 
has a distinctive, attractive and thriving town centre."
Welcoming town – that is why they don’t want any more houses!!
Page 110. States a new settlement WILL BE DELIVERED. Does this mean a decision has already been made ahead of this consultation and 
we are wasting our time completing this survey?
3. Potential additional secondary school facilities;
Why “ potential”, the existing secondary school is full and pupils are being bussed to Middlewich now. You will need a new secondary school 
as the development takes place, not afterwards, or are you suggesting that people with children of secondary school age will not be allowed to 
live here?
5. Protection and enhancement of the listed Handforth Hall
If this is the case why have you redesignated the land to the north of site “A” as commercial? It doesn’t make any sense at all.
Why destroy the existing Greenbelt if you are going to create a country park, and a green corridor?
8. Contributions to improvements to the accessibility of Handforth Railway Station.
Handforth Railway station is too far away from M1/M2 and if used will lead to more traffic getting to it.
Page 111. There are surely enough "constraints" listed to suggest that the site is unsuitable for this development. As usual, the Greater 
Crested Newts have more rights and say on the development than the residents of Handforth.
The size of the development will bring total chaos to the roads in the area and in particular to the A34. A555 junction.
This whole proposition is preposterous and should be buried now before more time, energy and money is wasted on it.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Council and Planners clearly have already made the decision to build on M1/M2/M3 sites. Consultation a farce and too complex for most 
people to comment. Development on the scale proposed not needed in Handforth nor wanted by the residents. Purely financial reasons and a 
scandal. Think again.

Comment ID: DS3726
Response Date: 26/02/13 13:37
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View consultation point 
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View consultation point 
Statement Vision for Local Service Centres : Vision for Local Service Centres
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Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Comment only

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

The definition of the Local Service Centres appears to be very wide ranging. There are settlements included that have a wealth of shops and 
services - such as Chelford, Disley and Holmes Chapel - and others that are rural in nature, much smaller and have fewer facilities - such as 
Wrenbury, Goostrey and Mobberley. Surely these are two very different types of settlement with differing capacities for growth. These 
hierarchies therefore require review.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

The definition of LSCs is too wide and includes small settlements that do not contain sufficient shops and services. The heirarchy needs to be 
revised and some relocated down to a lower tier.

Comment ID: PP461
Response Date: 26/02/13 13:06

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Whilst we support the growth of the Local Service Centres, it is considered that there is some policy conflict between the objectives set out in 
this Policy (CS2) and Policy CS9 Sustainable Development Principles. Whilst settlements such as Disley and Chelford are clearly able to 
meet all of the sustainable development criteria, others, such as Shavington, Wrenbury or Goostrey may struggle to meet many of these 
criteria. Therefore these cannot be expected to sit within the same category.
Care should be taken to re-examine the settlement hierarchy by considering moving some of the settlements up a level (to Key Service 
Centres) or down (to Sustainable Villages). It is considered inappropiate for development to be targetted towards a settlement which has few 
facilities.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Conflict between Policies CS2 and CS9 is evident here as development in the designated Local Service Centres cannot meet all the 
objectives of Policy CS9. It is considered that the settlement hierarchy be re-examined.

Comment ID: DS3642
Response Date: 26/02/13 12:07

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I refer to your inclusion of Goostrey as a Local Service Centre, for which I believe you have used a criterion of having a population of more 
than 3500. I consider this to be a gross distortion of the facts. Goostrey village has a population in the order of 2000 and you have only been 
able to exaggerate this figure by including the populations of the other villages of Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham, which are totally 
separate. All of these villages use Holmes Chapel as the Local Service Centre as none of them have the facilities to attract their use as 
Service Centres. Goostrey and these other villages should be reclassified as Sustainable Villages, which is what they are.
What is even more ridiculous is that Cranage has also been identified as a Sustainable Village despite its population figure having been used 
to boost the notional 'Goostrey Local Service Centre' population over the 3500 threshold. I request that you review the analysis of your data 
and separate the Parish of Goostrey to correctly categorise Goostrey as a Sustainable Village.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey should be reclassified as a Sustainable Village as its true population is only about 2000, but this has been artificially boosted in this 
analysis to more than 3500 by the inclusion of the populations of the separate villages of Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham.

Comment ID: DS3541
Response Date: 26/02/13 11:15

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles
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View consultation point 
Emerging Policy Principles
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View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution
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Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

As a mother of a toddler living in Goostrey, I would like to express the following...
Whilst I largely support the ‘Vision for Cheshire in 2030’, the ‘Town Centre First’ and ‘Brownfield First’ policies, please consider this letter as a 
formal OBJECTION to the designation of Goostrey as a “Local Service Centre” (LSC) in the newly proposed Cheshire East local plan.
I specifically refer to the “Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles” section.
The decision making process in classifying Goostrey a LSC in the Settlement Hierarchy is flawed due to the following reasons:-
The true population of Goostrey is far too small for designation as a LSC, but assessed numbers have been incorrectly inflated in error by 
including nearby areas: Cranage, Swettenham and Twemlow.
Goostrey is very close to an existing well and widely used LSC (Holmes Chapel) and should clearly not be a LSC itself – all Goostrey and 
Twemlow residents use Holmes Chapel as our own easily accessible LSC (5-10 min journey max) – Swettenham residents typically use 
Congleton and/or Holmes Chapel as their accessible LSC.
Besides having limited services suitable for local Goostrey villagers (Primary School, Church, 2 Village Pubs, Butcher, Small Pharmacy, 
Newsagent, 2 Village Shops, Estate Agent, Part-Time Only Post Office Service) there are no suitable public parking facilities for any 
significant number of visitors & customers from outside the immediate village.
There is no frequent bus service in Goostrey.
Goostrey does not have a doctor’s surgery or dentist.
There is no library in Goostrey.
Goostrey does not have a secondary school.
The part-time Post Office service (hosted in local village shop) has limited services only and is only open four half days a week.
There is no fire station or police station in Goostrey.
There are no public leisure centre or swimming facilities in Goostrey.
The description ‘Local Service Centre’ suggests that people will visit the centre to take advantage of the local services. Clearly from the 
above, the residents of Goostrey, Cranage, Swettenham and Twemlow will all continue to travel to the nearby LSC of Holmes Chapel (and for 
some Swettenham villagers, Congleton) where all the above facilities are available.
The proximity of Goostrey to Holmes Chapel naturally and rightly limits any potential Goostrey has to become a LSC in it’s own right (an 
argument which has recently been applied to the case of Styal and Wilmslow amongst others).
Importantly and tellingly, Cranage is also listed in the Policy Principles report as a ‘Sustainable Village’ despite being included with the 
notional ‘Goostrey Local Service Centre’ as detailed above – thus proving in Cheshire East’s own documents that the assessment data and 
population figures used to class Goostrey as a LSC are factually incorrect.
The designation of Goostrey as a Local Service Centre rather than a Sustainable Village is clearly wrong. Cheshire East have created a 
headcount for the village of 3,770 only by adding 1,570 from Cranage and Swettenham who rarely come to Goostrey but use Holmes Chapel 
and Congleton respectively. I politely request that Cheshire East review the analysis of your data and separate the Parish of Goostrey to 
correctly re-identify Goostrey as a “Sustainable Village”.
I would also like to add that as a mother of a 13 month old (the reason we moved to Goostrey being to start a family with access to the 
excellent Primary School and the Children's Playground) and resident who has successfully campaigned to protect the safety of Goostrey 
Children’s Playground from negative safety and traffic impact of neighbouring property developments, that the proposed Booth Bed Lane 
potentially identified SHLAA site (Ref: 2850 – Goostrey Farm Estate) within the newly proposed Cheshire East Local Plan is not a safely 
sustainable option due to safety issues for children using the playground and village sports fields and tennis courts opposite, and often more 
infirm older villagers accessing the bowling green. Development of this site would cause increased traffic in a de-restricted national speed limit 
section of the road, and the 30mph zone which is well-known in the village as a site of dangerously speeding vehicles (hence why Goostrey 
Parish Council have installed a Speed Detection Unit outside the playground).
The potential site identified for possible development on Twemlow Lane is also something of an anomaly, as it would abut the site of a 
proposed Food Waste and Slurry Power Plant – something that no-one would want to live next to (although I understand Dane Housing have 
now been successful in their bid to build 13 homes adjacent to this currently dis-used former Fuel Depot site). I am in agreement with 
Twemlow residents in that if 13 new homes are now to be built in Twemlow to the North of the former fuel depot site, and Cheshire East have 
hereby identified a field to the South in this Local Plan proposal, opposite the existing housing in Twemlow, it makes sense to attempt to 
develop the dis-used former fuel depot site itself as a site for statistically needed housing for the future sustainability of Twemlow (perhaps 
encouraging the removal of old tanks and the purchase of the land by a housing group from current owners). If this option were properly 
considered, the people of Twemlow would have their hamlet enhanced, they would feel more connected with limited services in Goostrey, and 
along with the 231 new homes now being constructed on the former Fisons site in nearby Holmes Chapel (and the 350-450 homes proposed 
in slightly further afield Knutsford, yet still highly accessible via the A50 from Twemlow & Goostrey), would more than satisfy the need for 
housing, and importantly future affordable housing accessible by the current generation of village young people.
Please acknowledge receipt of this formal objection and confirm that it will be considered with all the other comments/objections you receive.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

The designation of Goostrey as a Local Service Centre rather than a Sustainable Village is clearly wrong. Cheshire East have created a 
headcount for the village of 3,770 only by adding 1,570 from Cranage and Swettenham who rarely come to Goostrey but use Holmes Chapel 
and Congleton respectively.

Comment ID: PP422
Response Date: 26/02/13 10:19

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I object to the designation of Goostrey as a Local Service Centre in the East Cheshire Local Plan. My reasons for doing so are fully accord 
with the representations that have been sent by Goostrey Parish Council.

Comment ID: DS3437
Response Date: 26/02/13 09:19

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles
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PDF

View consultation point 
Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I disagree with the proposed designation of Goostrey and three neighbouring parishes, Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham, as a Local 
Service Centre.
Residents in the neighbouring parishes would rarely come to Goostrey for their local services preferring to use larger centres such as Holmes 
Chapel and Congleton. The population of "Goostrey", which is used as the main justification for awarding it Local Service Centre status is 
significantly overstated by inclusion of the three neighbouring parishes.
The proximity of Goostrey to Holmes Chapel limits its potential to develop into a Local Service Centre in its own right (an argument which has 
been applied to the case of Styal and Wilmslow amongst others). Cranage is also listed in the Policy Principles report as a "Sustainable 
Village" despite being included with the notional "Goostrey Local Service Centre". I request that you review the analysis of your data and 
separate the Parish of Goostrey to correctly categorise Goostrey as a Sustainable Village.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

The Parish of Goostrey should be correctly categorised as a Sustainable Village.

Comment ID: PP409
Response Date: 26/02/13 02:03

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Re: Local Plan – Designation of Goostrey as a “Local Service Centre”
Whilst I largely support the ‘Vision for Cheshire in 2030’, the ‘Town Centre First’ and ‘Brownfield First’ policies, please consider this letter as a 
formal OBJECTION to the designation of Goostrey as a “Local Service Centre” (LSC) in the newly proposed Cheshire East local plan.
I specifically refer to the “Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles” section.
The decision making process in classifying Goostrey a LSC in the Settlement Hierarchy is flawed due to the following reasons:-
*The true population of Goostrey is far too small for designation as a LSC, but assessed numbers have been incorrectly inflated in error by 
including nearby areas: Cranage, Swettenham and Twemlow.
*Goostrey is very close to an existing well and widely used LSC (Holmes Chapel) and should clearly not be a LSC itself – all Goostrey and 
Twemlow residents use Holmes Chapel as our own easily accessible LSC (5-10 min journey max) – Swettenham residents typically use 
Congleton and/or Holmes Chapel as their accessible LSC.
*Besides having limited services suitable for local Goostrey villagers (Primary School, Church, 2 Village Pubs, Butcher, Small Pharmacy, 
Newsagent, 2 Village Shops, Estate Agent, Part-Time Only Post Office Service) there are no suitable public parking facilities for any 
significant number of visitors & customers from outside the immediate village.
*There is no frequent bus service in Goostrey.
*Goostrey does not have a doctor’s surgery or dentist.
*There is no library in Goostrey.
*Goostrey does not have a secondary school.
*The part-time Post Office service (hosted in local village shop) has limited services only and is only open four half days a week.
*There is no fire station or police station in Goostrey.
*There are no public leisure centre or swimming facilities in Goostrey.
The description ‘Local Service Centre’ suggests that people will visit the centre to take advantage of the local services. Clearly from the 
above, the residents of Goostrey, Cranage, Swettenham and Twemlow will all continue to travel to the nearby LSC of Holmes Chapel (and for 
some Swettenham villagers, Congleton) where all the above facilities are available.
The proximity of Goostrey to Holmes Chapel naturally and rightly limits any potential Goostrey has to become a LSC in it’s own right (an 
argument which has recently been applied to the case of Styal and Wilmslow amongst others).
Importantly and tellingly, Cranage is also listed in the Policy Principles report as a ‘Sustainable Village’ despite being included with the 
notional ‘Goostrey Local Service Centre’ as detailed above – thus proving in Cheshire East’s own documents that the assessment data and 
population figures used to class Goostrey as a LSC are factually incorrect.
The designation of Goostrey as a Local Service Centre rather than a Sustainable Village is clearly wrong. Cheshire East have created a 
headcount for the village of 3,770 only by adding 1,570 from Cranage and Swettenham who rarely come to Goostrey but use Holmes Chapel 
and Congleton respectively. I politely request that Cheshire East review the analysis of your data and separate the Parish of Goostrey to 
correctly re-identify Goostrey as a “Sustainable Village”.
I would also like to add that as a resident who has successfully campaigned to protect the safety of Goostrey Children’s Playground from 
negative safety and traffic impact of neighbouring property developments, that the proposed Booth Bed Lane potentially identified SHLAA site 
(Ref: 2850 – Goostrey Farm Estate) within the newly proposed Cheshire East Local Plan is not a safely sustainable option due to safety 
issues for children using the playground and village sports fields and tennis courts opposite, and often more infirm older villagers accessing 
the bowling green. Development of this site would cause increased traffic in a de-restricted national speed limit section of the road, and the 
30mph zone which is well-known in the village as a site of dangerously speeding vehicles (hence why Goostrey Parish Council have installed 
a Speed Detection Unit outside the playground).
The potential site identified for possible development on Twemlow Lane is also something of an anomaly, as it would abut the site of a 
proposed Food Waste and Slurry Power Plant – something that no-one would want to live next to (although I understand Dane Housing have 
now been successful in their bid to build 13 homes adjacent to this currently dis-used former Fuel Depot site). I am in agreement with 
Twemlow residents in that if 13 new homes are now to be built in Twemlow to the North of the former fuel depot site, and Cheshire East have 
hereby identified a field to the South in this Local Plan proposal, opposite the existing housing in Twemlow, it makes sense to attempt to 
develop the dis-used former fuel depot site itself as a site for statistically needed housing for the future sustainability of Twemlow (perhaps 
encouraging the removal of old tanks and the purchase of the land by a housing group from current owners). If this option were properly 
considered, the people of Twemlow would have their hamlet enhanced, they would feel more connected with limited services in Goostrey, and 
along with the 231 new homes now being constructed on the former Fisons site in nearby Holmes Chapel (and the 350-450 homes proposed 
in slightly further afield Knutsford, yet still highly accessible via the A50 from Twemlow & Goostrey), would more than satisfy the need for 
housing, and importantly future affordable housing accessible by the current generation of village young people.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

The designation of Goostrey as a Local Service Centre rather than a Sustainable Village is clearly wrong. Cheshire East have created a 
headcount for the village of 3,770 only by adding 1,570 from Cranage and Swettenham who rarely come to Goostrey but use Holmes Chapel 
and Congleton respectively.

Comment ID: PP408
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Response Date: 25/02/13 23:16

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Local Plan – Designation of Goostrey as a “Local Service Centre”
Whilst I largely support the ‘Vision for Cheshire in 2030’, the ‘Town Centre First’ and ‘Brownfield First’ policies, please consider this letter as a 
formal OBJECTION to the designation of Goostrey as a “Local Service Centre” (LSC) in the newly proposed Cheshire East local plan.
I specifically refer to the “Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles” section.
The decision making process in classifying Goostrey a LSC in the Settlement Hierarchy is flawed due to the following reasons:-
• The true population of Goostrey is far too small for designation as a LSC, but assessed numbers have been incorrectly inflated in error by 
including nearby areas: Cranage, Swettenham and Twemlow.
• Goostrey is very close to an existing well and widely used LSC (Holmes Chapel) and should clearly not be a LSC itself – all Goostrey and 
Twemlow residents use Holmes Chapel as our own easily accessible LSC (5-10 min journey max) – Swettenham residents typically use 
Congleton and/or Holmes Chapel as their accessible LSC.
• Besides having limited services suitable for local Goostrey villagers (Primary School, Church, 2 Village Pubs, Butcher, Small Pharmacy, 
Newsagent, 2 Village Shops, Estate Agent, Part-Time Only Post Office Service) there are no suitable public parking facilities for any 
significant number of visitors & customers from outside the immediate village.
• There is no frequent bus service in Goostrey.
• Goostrey does not have a doctor’s surgery or dentist.
• There is no library in Goostrey.
• Goostrey does not have a secondary school.
• The part-time Post Office service (hosted in local village shop) has limited services only and is only open four half days a week.
• There is no fire station or police station in Goostrey.
• There are no public leisure centre or swimming facilities in Goostrey.
The description ‘Local Service Centre’ suggests that people will visit the centre to take advantage of the local services. Clearly from the 
above, the residents of Goostrey, Cranage, Swettenham and Twemlow will all continue to travel to the nearby LSC of Holmes Chapel (and for 
some Swettenham villagers, Congleton) where all the above facilities are available.
The proximity of Goostrey to Holmes Chapel naturally and rightly limits any potential Goostrey has to become a LSC in it’s own right (an 
argument which has recently been applied to the case of Styal and Wilmslow amongst others).
Importantly and tellingly, Cranage is also listed in the Policy Principles report as a ‘Sustainable Village’ despite being included with the 
notional ‘Goostrey Local Service Centre’ as detailed above – thus proving in Cheshire East’s own documents that the assessment data and 
population figures used to class Goostrey as a LSC are factually incorrect.
The designation of Goostrey as a Local Service Centre rather than a Sustainable Village is clearly wrong. Cheshire East have created a 
headcount for the village of 3,770 only by adding 1,570 from Cranage and Swettenham who rarely come to Goostrey but use Holmes Chapel 
and Congleton respectively. I politely request that Cheshire East review the analysis of your data and separate the Parish of Goostrey to 
correctly re-identify Goostrey as a “Sustainable Village”.
I would also like to add that as a resident who has successfully campaigned to protect the safety of Goostrey Children’s Playground from 
negative safety and traffic impact of neighbouring property developments, that the potentially identified SHLAA site (Ref: 2850 – Goostrey 
Farm Estate) within the newly proposed Cheshire East Local Plan is not a safely sustainable option due to safety issues for children using the 
playground and village sports fields and tennis courts opposite, and often more infirm older villagers accessing the bowling green. 
Development of this site would cause increased traffic in a de-restricted national speed limit section of the road, and the 30mph zone which is 
well-known in the village as a site of dangerously speeding vehicles (hence why Goostrey Parish Council have installed a Speed Detection 
Unit outside the playground).
The potential site identified for possible development on Twemlow Lane is also something of an anomaly, as it would abut the site of a 
proposed Food Waste and Slurry Power Plant – something that no-one would want to live next to (although I understand Dane Housing have 
now been successful in their bid to build 13 homes adjacent to this currently dis-used former Fuel Depot site). I am in agreement with 
Twemlow residents in that if 13 new homes are now to be built in Twemlow to the North of the former fuel depot site, and Cheshire East have 
hereby identified a field to the South in this Local Plan proposal, opposite the existing housing in Twemlow, it makes sense to attempt to 
develop the dis-used former fuel depot site itself as a site for statistically needed housing for the future sustainability of Twemlow (perhaps 
encouraging the removal of old tanks and the purchase of the land by a housing group from current owners). If this option were properly 
considered, the people of Twemlow would have their hamlet enhanced, they would feel more connected with limited services in Goostrey, and 
along with the 231 new homes now being constructed on the former Fisons site in Holmes Chapel, would more than satisfy the need for 
housing, and importantly future affordable housing accessible by the current generation of village young people.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

The designation of Goostrey as a Local Service Centre rather than a Sustainable Village is clearly wrong. Cheshire East have created a 
headcount for the village of 3,770 only by adding 1,570 from Cranage and Swettenham who rarely come to Goostrey but use Holmes Chapel 
and Congleton respectively.

Comment ID: PP407
Response Date: 25/02/13 23:01

Habitats Regulations Assessment for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Comment only

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

The Bongs in Goostrey is a protected site (SSSI), we know of protected species including bats and great crested newts are present in the 
area. We support the protection of our protected sites and species.

Comment ID: DSHRA25
Response Date: 25/02/13 22:27

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles
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Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Small towns and large villages should not be treated the same. Suggest large villages should be Local Service Villages with lower 
development requirements to preserve their charm and character for future generations to enjoy e.g. Goostrey

Comment ID: PP403
Response Date: 25/02/13 22:21

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Large villages should not be treated the same as small towns. Employment land and Housing Development should continue to be restricted in 
large villages to retain charm and character eg. Goostrey.

Comment ID: DS3366
Response Date: 25/02/13 22:18

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Again Large villages should not be treated the same as our small towns, small scale development is too objective and open to interpretation.
2,000 homes over 13 centres is not small scale, particularly if this results in 150 homes in large villages such as Goostrey. New employment 
land and houses should be focused on our small towns rather than our large villages .
Strategic open gap should be maintained for all our Local Centres to prevent merging of communities and preservation of the character of our 
villages.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Large villages should not be treated the same as our small towns, small scale development is too objective and open to interpretation. 
Strategic open gap should be maintained for all our Local Centres to prevent merging of communities and preservation of the character of our 
villages.

Comment ID: DS3365
Response Date: 25/02/13 22:16

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

The phrase ‘modest’ growth is too subjective and open to abuse and misinterpretation. Large villages should not be treated the same as our 
small towns. Job growth and housing should be focused on our small towns with development continuing to be restricted in our large villages 
so they do not lose their character and charm eg. Goostrey.
Goostrey should not be classified in this group as an LSC.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

The phrase ‘modest’ growth is too subjective and open to abuse and misinterpretation. Large villages should not be treated the same as our 
small towns. Goostrey should not be classified in this group as an LSC.

Comment ID: DS3363
Response Date: 25/02/13 22:15

Habitats Regulations Assessment for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Comment only

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

The Bongs in Goostrey is a protected site (SSSI), we know of protected species including bats and great crested newts are present in the 
area. We support the protection of our protected sites and species.
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Comment ID: DSHRA24
Response Date: 25/02/13 21:58

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Small towns and large villages should not be treated the same. Suggest large villages should be Local Service Villages with lower 
development requirements to preserve their charm and character for future generations to enjoy. e.g. Goostrey

Comment ID: PP400
Response Date: 25/02/13 21:38

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Large villages should not be treated the same as small towns. Employment land and Housing Development should continue to be restricted in 
large villages to retain charm and character e.g. Goostrey.

Comment ID: DS3317
Response Date: 25/02/13 21:34

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Large villages should not be treated the same as our small towns, small scale development is too subjective and open to interpretation.
2,000 homes over 13 centres is not small scale, particularly if this results in 150 homes in large villages such as Goostrey. New employment 
land and houses should be focused on our small towns rather than our large villages.
Strategic open gap should be maintained for all our Local Centres to prevent merging of communities and preservation of the character of our 
villages.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Large villages (i.e. Goostrey) should not be treated the same as our small towns. New employment land and houses should be focused on our 
small towns rather than our large villages. Strategic open gap should be maintained to prevent merging of communities.

Comment ID: DS3316
Response Date: 25/02/13 21:33

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

The phrase ‘modest’ growth is too subjective and open to abuse and misinterpretation. Large villages should not be treated the same as our 
small towns. Job growth and housing should be focused on our small towns with development continuing to be restricted in our large villages 
so they do not lose their character and charm eg. Goostrey.
Goostrey should not be classified in this group as an LSC.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Objection on the basis that large villages such as Goostrey should not be treated as small towns. Development in villages should be restricted 
to maintain their existing character. Goostrey should not be classified in this group as an LSC.

Comment ID: DS3314
Response Date: 25/02/13 21:28

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles
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PDF
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: Local Service Centres and Sustainable Villages

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I refer to the Cheshire East Council (CEC) invitation to comment on the above document. I support the CEC Vision for Cheshire in 2030 and 
the town Centre First Policy.
I object to the proposed designation of Goostrey (including the three neighbouring Parishes of Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham) as a 
Local Service Centre in the Settlement Hierarchy.
Residents in the associated Parishes rarely come to Goostrey for their local services preferring to use the larger centre of Holmes Chapel and 
possibly Congleton in the case of Swettenham. Neither do Goostrey residents visit Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham for services not 
available in Goostrey. We use the services available in Holmes Chapel. In addition the population of 'Goostrey', which appears to be the main 
justification for classifying it as a Local Service Centre, is significantly overstated.
The proximity of Goostrey to Holmes Chapel limits its potential to develop into a Local Service Centre in its own right, an argument which has 
been applied to the case of Styal and Wilmslow amongst others. Cranage is listed in the Policy Principles report as a Sustainable Village 
despite also forming part of the notional Goostrey Local Service Centre. It patently cannot be both. I request that you review the analysis of 
your data and separate the Parish of Goostrey and correctly categorise Goostrey as a Sustainable Village.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Object to classification of Goostrey as a Local Service Centre. It should be designated as a Sustainable Village.

Comment ID: PP398
Response Date: 25/02/13 18:49

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey does not fit the criteria to be classed as a Local Service Centre. There is no logic in combining our villages together as they have 
been. We all use Holmes Chapel and the neighbouring towns for all our services. There are very few facilities in Goostrey. Large scale 
building of houses will not change this fact and simply lead to more traffic and commuting. Our village & community should be preserved and 
protected.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey has been wrongly classed as a Local Service Centre.

Comment ID: DS3199
Response Date: 25/02/13 18:04

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I refer to the Cheshire East Council (CEC) invitation to comment on the above document. I support the CEC Vision for Cheshire in 2030 and 
the town Centre First Policy.
I object to the proposed designation of Goostrey (including the three neighbouring Parishes of Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham) as a 
Local Service Centre in the Settlement Hierarchy.
Residents in the associated Parishes rarely come to Goostrey for their local services preferring to use the larger centre of Holmes Chapel and 
possibly Congleton in the case of Swettenham. Neither do Goostrey residents visit Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham for services not 
available in Goostrey. We use the services available in Holmes Chapel. In addition the population of 'Goostrey', which appears to be the main 
justification for classifying it as a Local Service Centre, is significantly overstated.
The proximity of Goostrey to Holmes Chapel limits its potential to develop into a Local Service Centre in its own right, an argument which has 
been applied to the case of Styal and Wilmslow amongst others. Cranage is listed in the Policy Principles report as a Sustainable Village 
despite also forming part of the notional Goostrey Local Service Centre. It patently cannot be both. I request that you review the analysis of 
your data and separate the Parish of Goostrey and correctly categorise Goostrey as a Sustainable Village.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

I object to Gosstrey being classified as a Local Service Centre. It correctly belongs in the Sustainable Village group.

Comment ID: PP393
Response Date: 25/02/13 17:46

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles
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PDF
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PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I object to the proposed designation of Goostrey as a Local Service Centre in the settlement hierarchy. Residents in the local parishes rarely, 
if ever, come to Goostrey for their local services preferring to use the larger centre of Holmes Chapel. The proximity to Holmes Chapel limits 
the potential of Goostrey to develop into a Local Service Centre in its own right. Cranage is also listed in the Policy Principles report as a 
'Sustainable Village' despite being included with the notional 'Goostrey Local Service Centre'. I request that you review the analysis of your 
data and separate the Parish of Goostrey to correctly categorise Goostrey as a Sustainable Village.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

I Object to the proposal of Goostrey as a Local Service Centre (LSC). Local associated parish residents do not visit Goostrey for their services 
but go to Holmes Chapel. Cranage has been categorised and 'counted' twice. Goostrey is a Sustainable Village and should be categorised 
correctly.

Comment ID: DSSA176
Response Date: 25/02/13 15:54

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

The designation of Goostrey as a Local Service Centre rather than a Sustainable Village is clearly wrong. You have created a headcount for 
the village of 3,770 only by adding 1,570 from Cranage and Swettenham who rarely come to Goostrey but use Holmes Chapel and Congleton 
respectively. The future development of Goostrey as a Sustainable Village through a careful addition of affordable housing for modest to 
middle income earners which retains its essential character would be the best way forward.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

The designation of Goostrey as a Local Service Centre rather than a Sustainable Village is clearly wrong. You have created a headcount for 
the village of 3,770 only by adding 1,570 from Cranage and Swettenham who rarely come to Goostrey but use Holmes Chapel and Congleton 
respectively.

Comment ID: PP329
Response Date: 25/02/13 13:51

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I wish to object to the classification of Goostrey as a Local Service Centre this is basically because this does not qccurqtely represent the 
village qnd how its residents get their services. In particular;
- their are insufficient local services available in Goostrey to justify its being a Local Service Centre
- your own Settlement Hierarchy document admits there are insufficient services but makes it a Local Service Centre based on its populaion 
size - but the population you quote for Goostrey includes the neighbouring Parishes of Twemlow, Swettenham and Cranage - these villages 
do not regard Goostrey as their Local Service Centre as they are closer to the larger settlements of Holmes Chapel or Congleton
- in any event Cranage is now listed as a Sustainable Village (presumably with Holmes Chapel as its LSC) and yet is still included within the 
population of Goostrey
- people in Goostrey get most of their local services from Holmes Chapel
- even if Goostrey were to grow, Local Services would not be able to develop in competition with established services available in the much 
larger Holmes Chapel just 3 miles away
- by wrongly classifying Goostrey as an LSC you also underestimate the people using the Hoolmes Chapel LSC by not including the residents 
of Goostrey, Swettenham Cranage and Twemlow
It is much more accurate to classify Goostrey as a Sustainable Village which gets local services from Holmes Chapel.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey does not meet the criteria to be an LSC and should be re-classified as a Sustainable Village. Any plan based on this incorrect 
premise will be flawed. The plans for Twemlow, Swettenham, Cranage and Holmes Chapel could also be impacted by this error.

Comment ID: PP325
Response Date: 25/02/13 13:25

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities
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PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

SHLAA Area 2676 between Brooklands Drive and the Red Lion Brook to the north. The land is prone to becoming fully waterlogged, with 
standing water remaining for several days after heavy rains. Up til now the building line has been kept well back from the low land by Red Lion 
Brook as it flows through Goostrey and it would be sensible to continue doing so as the Brook needs an area to flood and reduce flow speeds 
downstream.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

It would be most unwise to build on the wet land/flood plain at SHLAA Area 2676 in Goostrey.

Comment ID: DS2888
Response Date: 25/02/13 11:23

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I refer to the Cheshire East Council (CEC) invitation to comment on the above document. I support the CEC Vision for Cheshire in 2030 and 
the Town Centre First policy.
However, I object to the proposed designation of Goostrey (including the 3 neighbouring Parishes of Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham) as 
a Local Service Centre in the Settlement Hierarchy.
Residents in the associated Parishes rarely come to Goostrey for their local services preferring to use the larger centre of Holmes Chapel and 
possibly Congleton in the case of Swettenham. The population of 'Goostrey', which is used as the main justification for awarding it Local 
Service Centre status, is significantly overstated as 3,500 instead of the actual figure of 2,200..
The proximity of Goostrey to Holmes Chapel limits its potential to develop into a Local Service Centre in its own right (an argument which has 
been applied to the case of Styal and Wilmslow amongst others). Cranage is also listed in the Policy Principles report as a 'Sustainable 
Village' despite being included with the notional 'Goostrey Local Service Centre'.
I request that you review the analysis of your data and recategorise Goostrey as a Sustainable Village. If this is not done, Goostrey will no 
longer exist as a country village as the allocation of future housing etc. will be out of all proportion. People have chosen to live in Goostrey 
because of its present situation as a country village and although they may agree with reasonable expansion, do not want Goostrey to 
become a small town.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey is incorrectly defined as a Local Service Centre needs to be redefined as a Sustainable Village in the Policy Principles document. If 
this is not done, the basis of future planning for the village will be dis-proportionate and turn Goostrey into a small town, and residents do not 
want this.

Comment ID: PP311
Response Date: 25/02/13 08:26

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Growth of 17% for Local Service Centres is far too much. This aims to develop villages like Goostrey (incorrectly classified as a Local Service 
Centre) at too high a rate and would ruin their charm and character. More focus should be on the towns ensuring the development is backed 
up by the necessary infrastructure improvements.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Growth of 17% for Local Service Centres is far too much.

Comment ID: DSSA157
Response Date: 24/02/13 23:30

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

This aims to develop villages like Goostrey (incorrectly classified as a Local Service Centre) at too high a rate and would ruin their charm and 
character. More focus should be on the towns ensuring the development is backed up by the necessary infrastructure improvements.

Comment ID: DSSA156
Response Date: 24/02/13 23:27

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles
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View consultation point 
6.24 : Paragraph

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.7 : Option 2: Growth in Crewe and Macclesfield and Key Service Centres outside of the Green Belt

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.5 : Option 1: Growth in Crewe and Key Service Centres Outside of the Green Belt

PDF

View consultation point 
Development Strategy

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Comment only

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Impossible to support or object to this section without a clearer definition of "moderate growth" and "limited growth" that can be measured.
I do agree main focuses should be on the larger towns in the county, including improving the infrastructure in line with housing development.
I do not classify Goostrey as being able to take the same absolute "limited growth" as somewhere like Alderley Edge or Holmes Chapel. 
Goostrey does not have the infrastructure and is a village, whereas Holmes Chapel and Alderley Edge are small towns with significantly more 
services - so surely "limited growth" must be made a relative statement to the size of the area being described (e.g. limited growth is x% 
increase in population - with associated plan for services improvement / uplift)

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Agree focus should be on larger towns. Need clarification / definition of terms to recognise differences of locations

Comment ID: DSSA155
Response Date: 24/02/13 23:26

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

This aims to develop villages like Goostrey (incorrectly classified as a Local Service Centre) at too high a rate and would ruin their charm and 
character. More focus should be on the towns ensuring the development is backed up by the necessary infrastructure improvements.

Comment ID: DSSA154
Response Date: 24/02/13 23:16

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

This aims to develop villages like Goostrey (incorrectly classified as a Local Service Centre) at too high a rate and would ruin their charm and 
character. More focus should be on the towns ensuring the development is backed up by the necessary infrastructure improvements.

Comment ID: DSSA153
Response Date: 24/02/13 23:14

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I object most strongly to the proposed designation of Goostrey as a Local Service Centre in the Table 5.2 in the above document.
The population of Goostrey is less than 2500, you have inflated the figure by including the populations of Swettenham, Twemlow and Cranage 
to artificially increase the population.
Goostrey has little in the way of services; we have a primary school which is full and therefore cannot sustain any future intake, there is no 
bank, dentist, hospital, library, cinema, doctors, supermarket or leisure centre, or petrol station or range of employment opportunities poor 
public transport, travel to the real Local Service Centre of Holmes Chapel is required to avail the villagers of these facilities.
The proximity of Goostrey to Holmes Chapel limits its potential to develop into a Local Service Centre in its own right (an argument which has 
been applied to the case of Styal and Wilmslow amongst others). The local roads are already dangerous enough, particularly at school times 
and are incapable of supporting any increase in traffic.
Goostrey does not satisfy the requirements (by your own criteria) to be a Local Service Centre and must be re-classified as a Sustainable 
Village

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey should be a Sustainable Village not a Local Service Centre. The population misrepresented, it is smaller than stated, there are few 
services and the primary school is full.

Comment ID: DS2756
Response Date: 24/02/13 23:05

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles
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View consultation point 
: Local Service Centres and Sustainable Villages

PDF

View consultation point 
Policy CS 6 : Open Countryside

PDF

View consultation point 
Figure 5.2 : Key Diagram

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey has been incorrectly classified as a Local Service Centre (LSC). The grounds for this are threefold;
1) Population too low: The 2001 census showed Goostrey's population to be 2,201 residents. Cheshire East (CE) used a population of 3,770 
residents for Goostrey, and then argued that 'despite Goostrey only having 2 of the 5 essential services required to be an LSC because it had 
a large population (> 3,500 residents) it was appropriate for Goostrey to be a LSC. CE have used the Neighbouring villages of Cranage 
(1,130), Swettenham (248) and Twemlow (168) to enhance "Goostrey's" population to make this argument fit. There are many miles between 
these distinct villages and their aggregation bears no logic. If the Council intends to 'lump villages together' this must be consistent and would 
ultimately mean that all villages are LSCs (is that the intention?)
2) Poor essential services: Goostrey has only 2 of the 5 minimum essential services required to be an LSC. No other LSC has fewer. In fact, 
eight have more than 5 essential services, two have four services, one has three leaving Goostrey with the lowest number of essential 
services.
3) Proximity: Goostrey residents use Holmes Chapel as its Local Service Centre with its 14 essential services that are not available in 
Goostrey. Moreover, Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham also use Holmes Chapel or other towns for their services.
In summary the population, infrastructure and usage within the Goostrey area clearly prove that it IS NOT a "Local Service Centre", and 
should be classified a Sustainable Village at most.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey has been incorrectly classified as a Local Service Centre (LSC) - It is a Sustainable Village at most.

Comment ID: PP309
Response Date: 24/02/13 23:05

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Support

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

The erosion of open-countryside and the extension of settlement boundaries should not be allowed particularly in Goostrey and other similar 
villages in East Cheshire, unless it is infill for 2-3 in between built up frontage. Attention need to be given to design and landscape character 
so the appearance and style of Cheshire countryside is preserved.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Village settlement boundaries should be preserved, keeping main developments to sustainable areas of our towns.

Comment ID: DS2742
Response Date: 24/02/13 22:32

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

proposed policy CS2 & paragraph 9:
Goostrey is mis-categorised as a "local service centre" as the size/scope of the village/services available are in keeping with "sustainable 
villages" as described. The consultation paper does not seem to explain why Goostrey was selected as a local services centre - but we 
understand this was on the basis of other nearby villages being included as part of Goostrey which does not seem justified. The satellite 
villages Goostrey was lumped with (and indeed Goostrey residents themselves) would use Holmes Chapel, Knutsford, Congelton or 
Macclesfield as their "Local Service Centre".
Local Villages like Goostrey do not have sufficient infrastructure including facilities and road access to support the development expected in 
the Local Service Centres.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey is mis-categorised as a "local service centre" as the size/scope of the village/services available are more in keeping with 
"sustainable villages" as described.

Comment ID: DS2738
Response Date: 24/02/13 22:24

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities
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View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

View consultation point 
Statement Vision for the Key Service Centres : Vision for the Key Service Centres

PDF

View consultation point 
1: Introduction

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.17 : Option 7: Hybrid Growth Option

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.11 : Option 4: Variant - Rural dispersal

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Large villages should not be treated the same as our small towns. Small scale development is subjective without a set of metrics against 
which to measure, hence open to interpretation and potential abuse.
2000 homes over 13 centers is no small scale development, particularly if this results in 150 or more houses in large villages such as 
Goostrey. New employment land and houses should be focussed on our small towns rather than our large villages as they have the 
infrastructure.
A strategic open gap should be maintained where it protects the sustainable villages from merging with Local Service Centres.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Large villages should not be treated the same as our small towns. Small scale development is subjective without a set of metrics against 
which to measure, hence open to interpretation and potential abuse.

Comment ID: DS2730
Response Date: 24/02/13 22:04

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

The phrase modest growth is subjective and has no way to be measured and hence open to misinterpretation, misrepresentation and abuse. 
Large villages should not be treated the same as our small towns. Job growth and housing should be focused on our small towns with 
development continuing to be restricted in our large villages so that they do not lose their charm and character eg. Goostrey should have 
development restricted to sustainable village scale and not local service center.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Large villages should not be treated the same as our small towns. Development in semi rural and rural areas should be limited.

Comment ID: DS2725
Response Date: 24/02/13 21:49

Habitats Regulations Assessment for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Comment only

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

The Bongs in Goostrey is a protected site (SSSI), we know of protected species including bats and great crested newts are present in the 
area. We support the protection of our protected sites and species.

Comment ID: DSHRA20
Response Date: 24/02/13 21:09

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

This is simply too much for a village such as Goostrey, are you trying to ruin Cheshire?

Comment ID: DSSA152
Response Date: 24/02/13 21:08

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Growth of 17% for Local Service Centres is far too much. This aims to develop villages like Goostrey at a rate that would ruin their charm and 
character. More focus should be on small and large towns.

Comment ID: DSSA151
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PDF

View consultation point 
6.24 : Paragraph

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.5 : Option 1: Growth in Crewe and Key Service Centres Outside of the Green Belt

PDF

View consultation point 
: Local Service Centres and Sustainable Villages

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 5.2 : Distribution of Development across Cheshire East

PDF

View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

Response Date: 24/02/13 21:07

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Support

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Limited growth of Goostrey would help maintain its charm and character.

Comment ID: DSSA150
Response Date: 24/02/13 21:05

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey should not be developed at this rate. Its population compared to its services has been misconstrued. More focus should be on small 
and large towns.

Comment ID: DSSA148
Response Date: 24/02/13 20:58

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

The categorisation of Goostrey as an LSC is ridiculous. Outlying villages do not use it as this, people from these villages go to Congleton, 
Holmes Chapel or Macclesfield for services. The post office is not even open that often and is therefore only really used by villagers.

Comment ID: PP269
Response Date: 24/02/13 20:51

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Employment land and Housing Development should be restricted in Goostrey or it will not retain its charm and character.

Comment ID: DS2690
Response Date: 24/02/13 20:45

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Large villages should not be treated the same as small towns, small scale development is too objective and open to interpretation. 2,000 
homes over 13 centres is definitely not small scale, particularly if this results in 150 homes in large villages such as Goostrey. New 
employment land and houses should be focused on our small towns rather than our large villages . Strategic open gap should be maintained 
for all our Local Centres to prevent merging of communities and preservation of the character of our villages.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

150 houses in a village such as Goostrey is too many.

Comment ID: DS2689
Response Date: 24/02/13 20:43

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities
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View consultation point 
Statement Vision for Local Service Centres : Vision for Local Service Centres

PDF

View consultation point 
9 : Your Views

PDF

View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

It does not make sense to treat large villages should not be treated the same as small towns. Job growth and housing should be focused on 
small towns with development continuing to be restricted in our large villages so they do not lose their character and charm. Goostrey, for 
example, should not be classified in this group as a local service centre as nearby settlements do not use it as an LSC.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey should not be classified as a local service centre.

Comment ID: DS2684
Response Date: 24/02/13 20:36

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I live in Goostrey and object to the proposed designation of this village as a Local Service Centre in the Settlement Heirachy since the 3 
neighbouring parishes included in the definition make little use of the very few amenities we have here. I believe the proposed designation is a 
disingenuous way to compel Goostrey to accept new housing which it does not have the amenities to support. The closeness of Goostrey to 
Holmes Chapel limits its potential to evolve in a LSC. Cranage is also listed in the PP report as a 'Sustainable Village' despite its inclusion in 
the notional 'Goostrey LSC'. I urge you to review the data and categorise Goostrey as a Sustainable Village.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Objection to the proposed designation of Goostrey as a Local Service Centre in the Settlement Heirachy.

Comment ID: DS2669
Response Date: 24/02/13 20:09

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey is described as a Local Service Centre based on figures which are not accurate for either population, number of dwellings or the 
very nature of the place. Goostrey would be better categorised as a 'Sustainable Village'.

Comment ID: DS2627
Response Date: 24/02/13 18:51

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

The decision making process to make Goostrey a LSC is flawed due to the following reasons:
- The true population is too small but has been enhanced by including nearby areas such as Cranage, Swettenham and Twemlow
- Goostrey is very close to an existing LSC (Holmes Chapel) and should not be a LSC itself.
- Besides having limited services there are no public parking facilities
- There is no frequent bus service
- Goostrey does not have a doctor's surgery or dentist.
- There is no library
- There are only half a dozen small shops
- Goostrey does not have a secondary school
- The Post Office has limited services and is only open four half days a week
- There is no fire station or police station
- No leisure centre
The description Local Service Centre suggests that people will visit the centre to take advantage of the local services. Clearly from the above 
the residents of Goostrey, Cranage, Swettenham and Twemlow will all continue to travel to the nearby LSC of Holmes Chapel, where all the 
above facilities are available.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey should be redefined as a 'sustainable village'.

Comment ID: DS2619
Response Date: 24/02/13 18:40

Habitats Regulations Assessment for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles
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View consultation point 
1: Introduction

PDF

View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.17 : Option 7: Hybrid Growth Option

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.9 : Option 3: Growth in Crewe and Macclesfield and Accessible Towns

PDF

View consultation point 
6.24 : Paragraph

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Support

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

The Bongs in Goostrey is a protected site (SSSI), we know of protected species including bats and great crested newts are present in the 
area. We support the protection of our protected sites and species.

Comment ID: DSHRA19
Response Date: 24/02/13 18:39

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

We would like you to note our concern about the Proposed Local Plan. Goostrey should not be classed as a Local Service Centre, it is very 
much a Village, it has no services to sustain a small town!
We would like to see common sense prevail and keep our village as the Village it is.

Comment ID: DS2616
Response Date: 24/02/13 18:38

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Object – This aims to develop villages like Goostrey at too high a rate and would ruin their charm and character. More focus should be on 
small and large towns

Comment ID: DSSA147
Response Date: 24/02/13 18:37

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Object – This aims to develop villages like Goostrey at too high a rate and would ruin their charm and character. More focus should be on 
small and large towns.

Comment ID: DSSA146
Response Date: 24/02/13 18:36

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Support

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Support – but only if the limited growth of Goostrey is very limited, thereby maintaining its charm and character.

Comment ID: DSSA145
Response Date: 24/02/13 18:34

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Object – This aims to develop villages like Goostrey at too high a rate and would ruin their charm and character. More focus should be on 
small and large towns.
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View consultation point 
Table 6.7 : Option 2: Growth in Crewe and Macclesfield and Key Service Centres outside of the Green Belt

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.1 : Growth Strategy Options

PDF

View consultation point 
: Local Service Centres and Sustainable Villages

PDF

View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

Comment ID: DSSA144
Response Date: 24/02/13 18:31

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Object – This aims to develop villages like Goostrey at too high a rate and would ruin their charm and character. More focus should be on 
small and large towns

Comment ID: DSSA143
Response Date: 24/02/13 18:30

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Object. Small towns and large villages should not be treated the same. Suggest large villages should not be Local Service Centres, and 
should have lower development requirements to preserve their charm and character for future generations to enjoy. eg Goostrey

Comment ID: PP224
Response Date: 24/02/13 18:19

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

We would like to query the designation of the village of Goostrey as a 'Local Service Centre' which is quite erroneous.
To achieve a population total above 3,500, which would qualify Goostrey to be considered as a 'Local Service Centre', you have included the 
villages of Cranage, Swettenham and Twemlow and residents of these villages do not in any way regard Goostrey, which has very limited 
services, as their first port of call for services. Residents of Goostrey as well as these three other villages would all regard Holmes Chapel as 
their 'Local Service Centre' for shopping, banking, medical services, high school, library, U3A and learning centre. In fact, villagers at 
Swettenham are nearer to Congleton than either Goostrey or Holmes Chapel and therefore would use that for their services whilst Cranage is 
nearer to Holmes Chapel than it is to Goostrey.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Re-categorise Goostrey within the plan as a 'Sustainable Village' since it could not cope with an influx of further housing on the scale 
envisaged in the plan. It would also change the character of the village completely.

Comment ID: DS2595
Response Date: 24/02/13 18:18

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Object – Again Large villages should not be treated the same as our small towns, small scale development is too objective and open to 
interpretation.
2,000 homes over 13 centres is not small scale, particularly if this results in 150 homes in large villages such as Goostrey. New employment 
land and houses should be focused on our small towns rather than our large villages .
Strategic open gap should be maintained for all our Local Centres to prevent merging of communities and preservation of the character of our 
villages.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Object – Again Large villages should not be treated the same as our small towns, small scale development is too objective and open to 
interpretation.

Comment ID: DS2591
Response Date: 24/02/13 18:15

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities
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View consultation point 
Statement Vision for Local Service Centres : Vision for Local Service Centres

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 5.2 : Distribution of Development across Cheshire East

PDF

View consultation point 
1: Introduction

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.17 : Option 7: Hybrid Growth Option

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.11 : Option 4: Variant - Rural dispersal

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Object - Goostrey should not be classified in this group as an LSC. The phrase ‘modest’ growth is too subjective and open to abuse and 
misinterpretation. Large villages should not be treated the same as our small towns. Job growth and housing should be focused on our small 
towns with development continuing to be restricted in our large villages so they do not lose their character and charm eg. Goostrey.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Object - Goostrey should not be classified in this group as an LSC

Comment ID: DS2588
Response Date: 24/02/13 18:14

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Object:-Large villages should not be treated the same as small towns. Employment land and Housing Development should continue to be 
restricted in large villages to retain charm and character eg. Goostrey.

Comment ID: DS2577
Response Date: 24/02/13 18:00

Habitats Regulations Assessment for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Support

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey has The Bongs in Goostrey which is a protected site (SSSI), there are also protected species including bats and great crested newts 
in the area. I support the protection of our protected sites and species.

Comment ID: DSHRA17
Response Date: 24/02/13 12:20

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I Object – This would develop villages like Goostrey at too high a rate and would ruin their village charm and character. More focus should be 
on small and large towns.

Comment ID: DSSA140
Response Date: 24/02/13 12:19

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I Object – Growth of 17% for Local Service Centres is far too high. This would develop villages like Goostrey at too high a rate and would ruin 
their village charm and character. More focus should be on small and large towns.

Comment ID: DSSA139
Response Date: 24/02/13 12:16

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles
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View consultation point 
Table 6.9 : Option 3: Growth in Crewe and Macclesfield and Accessible Towns

PDF

View consultation point 
6.24 : Paragraph

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.7 : Option 2: Growth in Crewe and Macclesfield and Key Service Centres outside of the Green Belt

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.5 : Option 1: Growth in Crewe and Key Service Centres Outside of the Green Belt

PDF

View consultation point 
: Local Service Centres and Sustainable Villages

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I Object – This aims to develop villages like Goostrey at too high a rate and would ruin their village charm and character. More focus should 
be on small and large towns.

Comment ID: DSSA138
Response Date: 24/02/13 12:15

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Support

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Support – only a limited amount of growth in Goostrey would help maintain its village charm and character.

Comment ID: DSSA137
Response Date: 24/02/13 12:14

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I Object – This looks to develop villages like Goostrey at too high a rate which would ruin their charm and character. More focus should be on 
small and large towns.

Comment ID: DSSA136
Response Date: 24/02/13 12:10

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I Object – This seems to want to develop villages like Goostrey at too high a rate which would spoil their charm and character. More focus 
should be on small and large towns.

Comment ID: DSSA135
Response Date: 24/02/13 12:08

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Large villages and small towns should not be treated the same. Large villages like Goostrey should be Local Service Villages or Sustainable 
Villages with lower development requirements to preserve their charm and character for future generations to enjoy.

Comment ID: PP211
Response Date: 24/02/13 12:02

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I Object:-Large villages should not be treated the same as small towns. Housing Development and Employment land should continue to be 
restricted in large villages like Goostrey to retain charm and character.
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View consultation point 
Table 5.2 : Distribution of Development across Cheshire East

PDF

View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

View consultation point 
Statement Vision for Local Service Centres : Vision for Local Service Centres

PDF

View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

Comment ID: DS2323
Response Date: 24/02/13 11:58

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey should not be treated the same as a small towns, small scale development does not describe the same and may be interpreted to 
mean too many houses for a village.
2,000 homes over 13 LS centres is large scale, and sounds as if it means 150 homes in large villages such as Goostrey, too many for a 
village to retain its character and charm. Houses and new employment land should be centred on our small towns rather than our large 
villages.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey should not be treated as a small town. Cheshire needs to protect villages.

Comment ID: DS2322
Response Date: 24/02/13 11:54

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

‘Modest’ development might be misconstrued and bring far too much larger scale development to Goostrey.
Goostrey village does not have a population of 3,700, it is about 2,000. It should not be grouped with Swettenham, Twemlow and Cranage to 
increase the population. These are all separate villages which use Holmes Chapel as the local service centre. The methodology for grouping 
villages to justify Local Service Centres has not been consistently applied across Cheshire East.
In accordance with the supporting documents supplied with the consultation documents Goostrey only has 2 of the essential services 
required.
Proximity- Goostrey is located only 2-3 miles from Holmes Chapel, an existing Local Services Centre. Other villages e.g. Styal have been 
rejected as a Local Service Centre and on this basis the same rule should also be applied to Goostrey.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey should not be a Local Service Centre, it should have only small development like 2-3 houses in-fills and be classified a Sustainable 
Village.

Comment ID: DS2319
Response Date: 24/02/13 11:51

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I'm writing with regard to Goostrey being classed as a Local Service Centre (LSC) in the Cheshire Plan. Goostrey residents, along with 
Cranage, Swettenham and Twemlow all use Homles Chapel as their Service Centre. We have few of the required facilities that would class us 
as a LSC. We are a sustainable village.
We use Holmes Chapel for the doctors, the library, the shops, the leisure centre, most U3A activities and most Probus activities and meetings. 
The post office in Goostrey is only open for 12 hours per week so we often have to travel to Holmes Chapel to use their post office too. We 
even catch the train from there sometimes, for although Goostrey has a station, only half the trains stop here, so getting back to the village 
can be a problem.
We have had consultation sessions in Goostrey to make people aware of the proposed plans. It seems that everybody agrees that we use 
Holmes Chapel for services and that the residents of Cranage, Swettenham and Twemlow also use Holmes Chapel. We are not the local 
service centre.
Our population is less than 2,500, not the 3,700 stated in the plan, and Cranage has been listed twice. Once added to Goostrey and once as a 
village in its own right. How can this be!
There are few jobs in the village and almost all people of working age have to travel further afield for employment.
Surely as we are so close to a centre such as Holmes Chapel, it makes a nonsense to class Goostrey as an LSC as well.
I trust that you will listen to all the comments you receive, and act accordingly.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey is not a Local Service Centre. It has few of the necessary facilities. Only half the trains stop here. The post office is only open 12 
hours a week. Population is less than 2,500, not 3,700.

Comment ID: DS2252
Response Date: 23/02/13 22:17

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities
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View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

View consultation point 
Statement Vision for Local Service Centres : Vision for Local Service Centres

PDF

View consultation point 
Development Strategy

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

We would like you to note our concern about the Proposed Local Plan. Goostrey should not be classed as a Local Service Centre. It is very 
much a village. It has no services to sustain a small town.
We would like to see common sense prevail and keep our village as the 'village' it is.

Comment ID: DS2251
Response Date: 23/02/13 22:14

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Whilst I support the CEC vision for Cheshire and the Town Centre First policy I strongly object to the designation of Goostrey as a Local 
Service Centre in the Settlement Hierarchy. Residents in the associated Parishes of Cranage, Twemlow & Swettenham rarely come to 
Goostrey for the limited local services available and instead use Holmes Chapel. Residents of Goostrey also use Holmes Chapel to provide 
the majority of local services. The population of Goostrey, used as the main justification for awarding it Local Service Centre status is 
significantly overstated.
The proximity of Goostrey to Holmes Chapel limits its potential to develop into a Local Service Centre in its own right. In addition, Cranage is 
also listed as a 'Sustainable Village' despite being included with the 'Goostrey Local Service Centre'.
The Parish of Goostrey should be separated and correctly categorised as a Sustainable Village.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey has been identified in error as a Local Service Centre and should be recategorised as a Sustainable Village

Comment ID: DS2220
Response Date: 23/02/13 17:02

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

My objection relates to the Cheshire East Local Plan - Development strategy and policy principles document. I object to the proposed 
designation of Goostrey as a Local Service Centre in the Settlement Hierarchy. There are very few services in Goostrey, and people from 
local parishes rarely come to Goostrey for their local services, preferring to use the larger centres of Holmes Chapel and Congleton. The 
population of Goostrey, which is the main justification for awarding is Local Service Centre status, is significantly overstated. The proximity of 
Goostrey to Holmes Chapel limits its potential to develop into a local service centre in its own right. I request that you review the analysis of 
your data and separate the parish of Goostrey to correctly categorise Goostrey as a sustainable village.
Yours faithfully
Melissa Thornton

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

I object to the proposed designation of Goostrey as a Local Service Centre. I request that Goostrey is categorised as a sustainable village.

Comment ID: DS2197
Response Date: 23/02/13 15:40

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities
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View consultation point 
Statement Vision for Local Service Centres : Vision for Local Service Centres

PDF

View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

View consultation point 
Statement Vision for Local Service Centres : Vision for Local Service Centres

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Whilst I support suitable development for growth, Goostrey has been incorrectly designated as a Local Service Centre. It should be re-
classified as a sustainable village. Residents of associated parishes rarely use Goostrey for local services, in turn using Holmes Chapel, 
Congleton, or indeed Knutsford to the north and Northwich to the west. Goostrey's proposed LSC status appears to have been dictated by 
combining the populations of Goostrey, Cranage, Swettenham and Twemlow, which is inappropriate. The proximity of Goostrey to Holmes 
Chapel limits the latter's potential to develop appropriately into a LSC. There are more parallels e.g to comparing the size of Goostrey alone to 
Cranage alone, where the latter has been designated as a sustainable village.
There would be a complete lack of infrastructure (e.g. services such as GPs, school size, as well shopping links, transport and road links) to 
support Goostrey as a LSC. Cheshire East should examine where similar over-development in a short time frame such as that done in 
Kingsmead, Northwich led to a number of major issues, for example the complete lack of school places for local residents (even when 
Kingsmead School was built, it was far too small to cope). I hope similar lessons can be examined and learnt from with regard to the local plan 
and would ask the Council to correctly categorise Goostrey as a sustainable village.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey has been incorrectly categorised as a LSC instead of a sustainable village, based purely on adding populations from surrounding 
parishes, who don't use Goostrey for local services and use e.g. Holmes Chapel instead. Goostrey should be re-categorised as a sustainable 
village.

Comment ID: DS2190
Response Date: 23/02/13 14:54

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Comment only

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Re: Classification of Goostrey as a Local Service Centre and invitation to comment on the above document.
Whilst I support Cheshire East Councils Vision for Cheshire and the associated Town Centre First Policy I strongly object to the proposed 
designation of Goostrey as a Local Service Centre.
A brief visit to the village is enough to see that there are very few retail, leisure or health facilities and a lack of local employment 
opportunities. I cannot see how, as a small rural village, Goostrey would be able to support a significant growth in population as suggested 
within the strategy document.
I also find it odd that Cranage is listed as a Sustainable Village despite being also included in the proposed Goostrey Local Service Centre.
Goostey is a Dormitory Village, with a large proportion of the population commuting out to Manchester, Stoke, Warrington and Merseyside – 
research in to the latest census data would I am sure confirm this. A significant growth in the Goostrey village population is very unlikely to 
reverse this trend.
If CEC aims to reduce ‘out-commuting’ (and traffic movement) as stated in the Development Strategy then surely it would be more appropriate 
to limit housing development in rural areas where there is little or no scope of localised employment opportunities, retail, leisure and 
healthcare provision.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

I request that you re-analyse your data and reassess the categorisation of Goostrey, aligning it with other Sustainable and Rural Villages.

Comment ID: DS2186
Response Date: 23/02/13 14:34

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Comment only

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Re: Classification of Goostrey as a Local Service Centre and invitation to comment on the above document.
Whilst I support Cheshire East Councils Vision for Cheshire and the associated Town Centre First Policy I strongly object to the proposed 
designation of Goostrey as a Local Service Centre.
A brief visit to the village is enough to see that there are very few retail, leisure or health facilities and a lack of local employment 
opportunities. I cannot see how, as a small rural village, Goostrey would be able to support a significant growth in population as suggested 
within the strategy document.
I also find it odd that Cranage is listed as a Sustainable Village despite being also included in the proposed Goostrey Local Service Centre.
Goostey is a Dormitory Village, with a large proportion of the population commuting out to Manchester, Stoke, Warrington and Merseyside – 
research in to the latest census data would I am sure confirm this. A significant growth in the Goostrey village population is very unlikely to 
reverse this trend.
If CEC aims to reduce ‘out-commuting’ (and traffic movement) as stated in the Development Strategy then surely it would be more appropriate 
to limit housing development in rural areas where there is little or no scope of localised employment opportunities, retail, leisure and 
healthcare provision.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

I request that you re-analyse your data and reassess the categorisation of Goostrey, aligning it with other Sustainable and Rural Villages.

Comment ID: DS2185
Response Date: 23/02/13 14:33

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities
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View consultation point 
Statement Vision for Local Service Centres : Vision for Local Service Centres

PDF

View consultation point 
Statement Vision for Local Service Centres : Vision for Local Service Centres

PDF

View consultation point 
1: Introduction

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.17 : Option 7: Hybrid Growth Option

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

The population of Goostrey is incorrect, it is smaller than stated in the document. Cranage is listed as a sustainable village but the population 
has been included with Goostrey so that it can be designated as a Local Service Centre. The residents in associted Parishes (Cranage, 
Twemlow and Swettenham) rarely come to Goostrey for their local services, they usually go to Holmes Chapel, or Congleton. Goostrey does 
not have enought retail properties or local jobs to be a LSC.
Goostrey should be categorised as a Sustainable Village not a Local Service Centre.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey has been incorrectly categorised as a Local Service Centre. It should be designated as a Sustainable Village.

Comment ID: DS2176
Response Date: 23/02/13 13:37

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I refer to the Cheshire East Council (CEC) invitation to comment on the above document. I support the CEC Vision for Cheshire in 2030 and 
the town Centre First Policy.
I object to the proposed designation of Goostrey (including the three neighbouring Parishes of Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham) as a 
Local Service Centre in the Settlement Hierarchy.
Residents in the associated Parishes rarely come to Goostrey for their local services preferring to use the larger centre of Holmes Chapel and 
possibly Congleton in the case of Swettenham. Neither do Goostrey residents visit Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham for services not 
available in Goostrey. We use the services available in Holmes Chapel. In addition, the population of 'Goostrey', which appears to be the main 
justification for classifying it as a Local Service Centre, is significantly overstated.
The proximity of Goostrey to Holmes Chapel limits its potential to develop into a Local Service Centre in its own right, an argument which has 
been applied to the case of Styal and Wilmslow amongst others. Cranage is listed in the Policy Principles report as a Sustainable Village 
despite also forming part of the notional Goostrey Local Service Centre. It patently cannot be both. I request that you review the analysis of 
your data and separate the Parish of Goostrey and correctly categorise Goostrey as a Sustainable Village.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

I object to Goostrey being classified as a Local Service Centre. It more properly belongs in the Sustainable Village category.

Comment ID: DS2173
Response Date: 23/02/13 12:34

Habitats Regulations Assessment for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Support

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

The Bongs in Goostrey is a protected site (SSSI), it has protected species including bats and great crested newts present in the area. We 
support the protection of our protected sites and species.

Comment ID: DSHRA12
Response Date: 22/02/13 18:52

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

This aims to develop villages like Goostrey at too high a rate and would ruin their charm and character. More focus should be on small and 
large towns.

Comment ID: DSSA127
Response Date: 22/02/13 18:51

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles
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View consultation point 
Table 6.11 : Option 4: Variant - Rural dispersal

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.9 : Option 3: Growth in Crewe and Macclesfield and Accessible Towns

PDF

View consultation point 
6.24 : Paragraph

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.7 : Option 2: Growth in Crewe and Macclesfield and Key Service Centres outside of the Green Belt

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.5 : Option 1: Growth in Crewe and Key Service Centres Outside of the Green Belt

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Growth of 17% for Local Service Centres is far too much. This aims to develop villages like Goostrey at too high a rate and would ruin their 
charm and character. More focus should be on small and large towns.

Comment ID: DSSA126
Response Date: 22/02/13 18:50

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Object – This aims to develop villages like Goostrey at too high a rate and would ruin their charm and character. More focus should be on 
small and large towns.

Comment ID: DSSA125
Response Date: 22/02/13 18:49

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Support

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

limited growth in Goostrey would help maintain its charm and character. It should not be a Local Service Centre, Cheshire East have 
classified it wrongly.

Comment ID: DSSA124
Response Date: 22/02/13 18:48

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

This aims to develop villages like Goostrey at too high a rate and would ruin their charm and character. More focus should be on small and 
large towns.

Comment ID: DSSA123
Response Date: 22/02/13 18:46

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

This aims to develop villages like Goostrey at too high a rate and would ruin their charm and character. More focus should be on small and 
large towns.

Comment ID: DSSA122
Response Date: 22/02/13 18:45

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Support

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

keep the environment and heritage sites for next generation and protect it. Preserve Jodrell Bank Observatory. Dont over develop villages like 
Goostrey.
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View consultation point 
Objective 3 : Environmental quality should be protected and enhanced

PDF

View consultation point 
: Local Service Centres and Sustainable Villages

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 5.2 : Distribution of Development across Cheshire East

PDF

View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

View consultation point 
Statement Vision for Local Service Centres : Vision for Local Service Centres

PDF

Comment ID: PP184
Response Date: 22/02/13 18:38

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Small towns and large villages should not be treated the same. Suggest large villages should be Local Service Villages or Sustainable villages 
with lower development requirements to keep Goostrey's charm and character for next generations.

Comment ID: PP183
Response Date: 22/02/13 18:36

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Large villages should not be treated the same as small towns. Employment land and Housing Development should stay restricted in large 
villages to retain charm and character of villages like Goostrey.

Comment ID: DS2095
Response Date: 22/02/13 18:29

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Large village like Goostrey should not be treated the same as small towns, small scale development should be limited to a certain number, 
may just infil.
13 centres to have to cope with 2000 homes is not small scale, Goostrey should not have 100 extra houses. New employment land and 
houses should be focused on small towns rather than our large villages, where there are jobs and services.
Strategic open gap should be maintained for villages and Local Centres to prevent merging of communities and preservation of the character 
of our villages. Goostrey has been wrongly called a Local Service Centre.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey should not be a Local Service Centre. Villages should not be developed and should just have infil housing, developments should be 
in small towns where there are jobs and services.

Comment ID: DS2094
Response Date: 22/02/13 18:28

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey should not be included in this group as it is just a big village and not big enough to be a Local Service Centre, especially as it is so 
close to Holmes Chapel. We go to Holmes Chapel for our services. So development should be on a smaller scale. Care should be taken not 
to ruin a charming village with too much development. Limit it to infil in small numbers.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey should not be a LSC, too near to Holmes Chapel. It has been wrongly classed due to wrong population. Limited development 
needed.

Comment ID: DS2092
Response Date: 22/02/13 18:21

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles
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View consultation point 
: Local Service Centres and Sustainable Villages

PDF

View consultation point 
: Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

View consultation point 
: Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey. Have the CEC actually been to the VILLAGE? To lump it in with much bigger settlements and determine it as a Local Service 
Centre defies logic. The cynic in me would suggest that quiet "locked door" meetings have taken place between interested (and of dubious 
character) parties to encourage the council to allow ridiculous and questionable land development to take place in an area than cannot 
support it.
By the councils own definition Goostrey's population is below the threshold required for LSC.
What facilities Goostrey has meet a minority of the needs of local people, those living in nearby settlements do not use Goostrey as their 
service provider, they use the much bigger towns such as Holmes Chapel. Indeed, Cranage, which has had its population conveniently added 
to Goostrey's to 'up' the overall population numbers, is actually closer to Holmes Chapel than to Goostrey!
Goostrey does not have a "range of shops". It has a handful of conveniences that are used by local people, not by the those living in nearby 
settlements/surrounding villages.
Goostrey has no health facilities unless you count the pharmacy (I don't). Doctor, dentist, vet are all in Holmes Chapel.
Exactly what employment opportunities exist in Goostrey? Most people who live in Goostrey either work well outside the area or are self 
employed and do not employ large numbers of staff.
Goostrey's jewel in it's crown is the wonderful primary school. It is already oversubscribed. How would allowing massive housing development 
help? There is no secondary education in the village. Again, I ask how can Goostrey be classed as a LSC? Goostrey is a Sustainable Village 
by any definition.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

How can Goostrey be classed as a Local Service Centre? Goostrey is a Sustainable Village by any definition.

Comment ID: PP182
Response Date: 22/02/13 15:18

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I strongly object to the proposed designation of Goostrey (including the 3 neighbouring Parishes- Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham) as a 
Local Service Centre in the Settlement Hierarchy.
Residents in the associated Parishes rarely come to Goostrey for their local services preferring to use the larger centre ofHolmes Chapel and 
possibly Congleton in the case of Swettenham. The population of' Goostrey, which is used as the main justification for awarding it Local 
Service Centre status, is significantly overstated.
The proximity of Goostrey to Holmes Chapel limits its potential to develop into a Local Service Centre in its own right (an argument which has 
been applied to the case of Styal and Wilmslow amongst others). Cranage is also listed in the Policy Principles report as a Sustainable Village 
despite being included with the notional Goostrey Local Service Centre.
I would therefore request that you review the analysis of your data and separate the Parish of Goostrey to correctly categorise Goostrey it as 
a Sustainable Village.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey (including Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham) should not be a LSC. Goostrey should be a sustainable village. Residents don't use 
Goostrey for services, population is overstated and proximity to Holmes Chapel limits potential to develop into a LSC.

Comment ID: DS2044
Response Date: 22/02/13 13:58

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I strongly object to the proposed designation of Goostrey (including the 3 neighbouring Parishes- Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham) as a 
Local Service Centre in the Settlement Hierarchy.
Residents in the associated Parishes rarely come to Goostrey for their local services preferring to use the larger centre ofHolmes Chapel and 
possibly Congleton in the case of Swettenham. The population of' Goostrey, which is used as the main justification for awarding it Local 
Service Centre status, is significantly overstated.
The proximity of Goostrey to Holmes Chapel limits its potential to develop into a Local Service Centre in its own right (an argument which has 
been applied to the case of Styal and Wilmslow amongst others). Cranage is also listed in the Policy Principles report as a Sustainable Village 
despite being included with the notional Goostrey Local Service Centre.
I would therefore request that you review the analysis of your data and separate the Parish of Goostrey to correctly categorise Goostrey it as 
a Sustainable Village.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey (including Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham) should not be a LSC. Goostrey should be a sustainable village. Residents don't use 
Goostrey for services, population is overstated and proximity to Holmes Chapel limits potential to develop into a LSC.

Comment ID: DS2043
Response Date: 22/02/13 13:58

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities
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View consultation point 
: Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

View consultation point 
: Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

View consultation point 
: Local Service Centres and Sustainable Villages

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I strongly object to the proposed designation of Goostrey (including the 3 neighbouring Parishes- Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham) as a 
Local Service Centre in the Settlement Hierarchy.
Residents in the associated Parishes rarely come to Goostrey for their local services preferring to use the larger centre ofHolmes Chapel and 
possibly Congleton in the case of Swettenham. The population of' Goostrey, which is used as the main justification for awarding it Local 
Service Centre status, is significantly overstated.
The proximity of Goostrey to Holmes Chapel limits its potential to develop into a Local Service Centre in its own right (an argument which has 
been applied to the case of Styal and Wilmslow amongst others). Cranage is also listed in the Policy Principles report as a Sustainable Village 
despite being included with the notional Goostrey Local Service Centre.
I would therefore request that you review the analysis of your data and separate the Parish of Goostrey to correctly categorise Goostrey it as 
a Sustainable Village.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey (including Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham) should not be a LSC. Goostrey should be a sustainable village. Residents don't use 
Goostrey for services, population is overstated and proximity to Holmes Chapel limits potential to develop into a LSC.

Comment ID: DS2042
Response Date: 22/02/13 13:58

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I strongly object to the proposed designation of Goostrey (including the 3 neighbouring Parishes- Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham) as a 
Local Service Centre in the Settlement Hierarchy.
Residents in the associated Parishes rarely come to Goostrey for their local services preferring to use the larger centre ofHolmes Chapel and 
possibly Congleton in the case of Swettenham. The population of' Goostrey, which is used as the main justification for awarding it Local 
Service Centre status, is significantly overstated.
The proximity of Goostrey to Holmes Chapel limits its potential to develop into a Local Service Centre in its own right (an argument which has 
been applied to the case of Styal and Wilmslow amongst others). Cranage is also listed in the Policy Principles report as a Sustainable Village 
despite being included with the notional Goostrey Local Service Centre.
I would therefore request that you review the analysis of your data and separate the Parish of Goostrey to correctly categorise Goostrey it as 
a Sustainable Village.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey (including Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham) should not be a LSC. Goostrey should be a sustainable village. Residents don't use 
Goostrey for services, population is overstated and proximity to Holmes Chapel limits potential to develop into a LSC.

Comment ID: DS2041
Response Date: 22/02/13 13:58

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Object .
Goostry is just a village , it totally lacks the infrastructure of say Holmes Chapel .
How can Goostrey be "sustainable" without basic facilities ?

Comment ID: PP172
Response Date: 22/02/13 05:45

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I object to Goostrey being classed as a local service centre since the population figure given is wildly inaccurate (about 50% higher than 
actual) and Goostrey does not even fulfil most of your own criteria for such a classification.
Developments as envisaged should be concentrated on the larger town areas e.g. Crewe, Alsager, Wilmslow, Nantwich, Knutsford & 
Macclesfield and not in villages such as Goostrey since many of the facilities required for sustainability already exist in these places.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey should be a sustainable village not an LSC.
Development should be concentrated in the larger urban areas of Cheshire East.
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View consultation point 
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PDF
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PDF
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PDF

Comment ID: DS1872
Response Date: 21/02/13 16:55

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Comment only

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Whilst I am in favour of progress and housing development, I fail to see how Goostrey can be designated a Local Service Centre as detailed 
in the settlement hierarchy on the grounds that: the village population has been vastly over-estimated; there are no-where near 3,700 
residents, the number is probably even less than two thirds of this figure and I can only assume your figure has included the surrounding 
parishes of Swettenham, Twemlow and Cranage, giving a very misleading picture. We have very little in the way of services; a rail link to 
Crewe and Manchester once an hour and a bus service that is both limiting as to where the bus travels and the number of services provided 
per day. We have no doctor, dentist, library, supermarket, restaurant or a significant number of shops. Travel to Holmes Chapel is required to 
avail the villagers of these facilities. We have a primary school which is full and therefore cannot sustain any large future intake.
The idea of Goostrey becoming a Local Service Centre is irrational, unsustainable and surely must be an error. There is insufficient 
infrastructure to accommodate all that would be involved in making it an LSC. I therefore ask that you review your data and reclassify 
Goostrey as a Sustainable Village, which is clearly is.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey should be a Sustainable Village not a Local Service Centre. The population is smaller than stated, there are few services and the 
school is full.

Comment ID: PP163
Response Date: 21/02/13 16:51

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Comment only

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Whilst I am in favour of progress and housing development, I fail to see how Goostrey can be designated a Local Service Centre as detailed 
in the settlement hierarchy on the grounds that: the village population has been vastly over-estimated; there are no-where near 3,700 
residents, the number is probably even less than two thirds of this figure and I can only assume your figure has included the surrounding 
parishes of Swettenham, Twemlow and Cranage, giving a very misleading picture. We have very little in the way of services; a rail link to 
Crewe and Manchester once an hour and a bus service that is both limiting as to where the bus travels and the number of services provided 
per day. We have no doctor, dentist, library, supermarket, restaurant or a significant number of shops. Travel to Holmes Chapel is required to 
avail the villagers of these facilities. We have a primary school which is full and therefore cannot sustain any large future intake.
The idea of Goostrey becoming a Local Service Centre is irrational, unsustainable and surely must be an error. There is insufficient 
infrastructure to accommodate all that would be involved in making it an LSC. I therefore ask that you review your data and reclassify 
Goostrey as a Sustainable Village, which is clearly is.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey should be a Sustainable Village not a Local Service Centre. The population is smaller than stated, there are few services and the 
school is full.

Comment ID: DS1867
Response Date: 21/02/13 16:37

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Comment only

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Whilst I am in favour of progress and housing development, I fail to see how Goostrey can be designated a Local Service Centre as detailed 
in the settlement hierarchy on the grounds that: the village population has been vastly over-estimated; there are no-where near 3,700 
residents, the number is probably even less than two thirds of this figure and I can only assume your figure has included the surrounding 
parishes of Swettenham, Twemlow and Cranage, giving a very misleading picture. We have very little in the way of services; a rail link to 
Crewe and Manchester once an hour and a bus service that is both limiting as to where the bus travels and the number of services provided 
per day. We have no doctor, dentist, library, supermarket, restaurant or a significant number of shops. Travel to Holmes Chapel is required to 
avail the villagers of these facilities. We have a primary school which is full and therefore cannot sustain any large future intake.
The idea of Goostrey becoming a Local Service Centre is irrational, unsustainable and surely must be an error. There is insufficient 
infrastructure to accommodate all that would be involved in making it an LSC. I therefore ask that you review your data and reclassify 
Goostrey as a Sustainable Village, which is clearly is.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey should be a Sustainable Village not a Local Service Centre. The population is smaller than stated, there are few services and the 
school is full.

Comment ID: DS1860
Response Date: 21/02/13 16:37

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles
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View consultation point 
: Local Service Centres and Sustainable Villages

PDF

View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

View consultation point 
Statement Vision for Local Service Centres : Vision for Local Service Centres

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I do object to Goostrey being identified as a Local Service Centre on 3 main grounds: population - Goostrey village population is 3,700, it is 
actually only about 2,200 and we have been grouped with Swettenham, Twemlow and Cranage to artificially our population. These are all 
seperate villages that consider Holmes Chapel as their Local Service Centre. The methodology for grouping villages to justify Local Serviec 
Centres has not been consistently applied accross Cheshire East. Services - in accordance with the supporting documents supplied with the 
consultation documents Goostrey has only two of the essential services required. Proximity - Goostrey is located only 2-3 miles from Holmes 
Chapel, an existing Local Service Centre. Other villages e.g. Styal have been rejected as a Local Service Centre and on this basis so should 
Goostrey also be rejected.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey has been mistakingly identified as a Local Service centre and should be reclassfied as a Sustainable Village.

Comment ID: PP161
Response Date: 21/02/13 16:06

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Although I agree inprinciple with the settlement hierarchy, and agree that sustainable development should be directly linked to theprovision of 
local jobs, I do object to this development being based on Goostrey's erroneous classification as a Local Service Centre. This is flawed on the 
grounds of: population - Goostrey village population is 3,700, it is actually only about 2,200 and we have been grouped with Swettenham, 
Twemlow and the Cranage development of Holmes Chapel as their Local Service Centre. The methodology for gropuing villages to justify 
Local Serviec Centres has not been consistently applied accross Cheshire East. Services - in accordance with the supporting documents 
supplied with the consultation documents Goostrey has only two of the essential services required; it has no medical facility, library or 
restaurant/cafe and has full schools. Proximity - Goostrey is located only 2-3 miles as the crow flies from Holmes Chapel, an existing Local 
Service Centre, i.e. a 5 minute car journey or 20 minute bike ride. Other villages e.g. Styal have been rejected as a Local Service Centre and 
on this basis the same rule should also be applied to Goostrey.
I also object to the term 'modest' development which is too subjective and open to abuse.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey has been identified in error as a Local Service Centre and should be reclassified as a Sustainable Village.

Comment ID: DS1838
Response Date: 21/02/13 15:48

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Although I agree in principle with the settlement hierarchy, and agree that sustainable development should be directly linked to theprovision of 
local jobs, I do object to this development being based on Goostrey's erroneous classification as a Local Service Centre. This is flawed on the 
grounds of: population - Goostrey village population isn't 3,700, it is actually only about 2,200 and we have been grouped with Swettenham, 
Twemlow and the Cranage development of Holmes Chapel as their Local Service Centre. The methodology for gropuing villages to justify 
Local Serviec Centres has not been consistently applied accross Cheshire East. Services - in accordance with the supporting documents 
supplied with the consultation documents Goostrey has only two of the essential services required; it has no medical facility, library or 
restaurant/cafe and has full schools. Proximity - Goostrey is located only 2-3 miles as the crow flies from Holmes Chapel, an existing Local 
Service Centre, i.e. a 5 minute car journey or 20 minute bike ride. Other villages e.g. Styal have been rejected as a Local Service Centre and 
on this basis the same rule should also be applied to Goostrey.
I also object to the term 'modest' development which is too subjective and open to abuse.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey has been identified in error as a Local Service Centre and should be reclassified as a Sustainable Village.

Comment ID: DS1832
Response Date: 21/02/13 15:48

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities
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View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I object to the proposed designation of Goostrey (including the 3 neighbouring Parishes- Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham) as a Local 
Service Centre in the Table 5.2 in the above document.
Residents in the associated Parishes rarely come to Goostrey for their local services preferring to use the larger centre of Holmes Chapel and 
possibly Congleton in the case of Swettenham. The population of Goostrey, which is used as the main justification for awarding it Local 
Service Centre status, is I believe significantly overstated at 3,770 residents.
The proximity of Goostrey to Holmes Chapel limits its potential to develop into a Local Service Centre in its own right (an argument which has 
been applied to the case of Styal and Wilmslow amongst others). Cranage is also listed in the Policy Principles report as a 'Sustainable 
Village' despite being included with the notional 'Goostrey Local Service Centre'.
I therefore request that you review the analysis of your data and recategorise Goostrey as a Sustainable Village.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey (including Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham) should not be a LSC. Goostrey should be a sustainable village. Residents don't use 
Goostrey for services, population is overstated and proximity to Holmes Chapel limits potential to develop into a LSC.

Comment ID: DS1797
Response Date: 21/02/13 13:20

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I object to the proposed designation of Goostrey (including the 3 neighbouring Parishes- Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham) as a Local 
Service Centre in the Table 5.2 in the above document.
Residents in the associated Parishes rarely come to Goostrey for their local services preferring to use the larger centre of Holmes Chapel and 
possibly Congleton in the case of Swettenham. The population of Goostrey, which is used as the main justification for awarding it Local 
Service Centre status, is I believe significantly overstated at 3,770 residents.
The proximity of Goostrey to Holmes Chapel limits its potential to develop into a Local Service Centre in its own right (an argument which has 
been applied to the case of Styal and Wilmslow amongst others). Cranage is also listed in the Policy Principles report as a 'Sustainable 
Village' despite being included with the notional 'Goostrey Local Service Centre'.
I therefore request that you review the analysis of your data and recategorise Goostrey as a Sustainable Village.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey (including Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham) should not be a LSC. Goostrey should be a sustainable village. Residents don't use 
Goostrey for services, population is overstated and proximity to Holmes Chapel limits potential to develop into a LSC.

Comment ID: DS1795
Response Date: 21/02/13 13:20

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I object to the proposed designation of Goostrey (including the 3 neighbouring Parishes- Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham) as a Local 
Service Centre in the Settlement Hierarchy.
Residents in the associated Parishes rarely come to Goostrey for their local services preferring to use the larger centre ofHolmes Chapel and 
possibly Congleton in the case of Swettenham. The population of'Goostrey', which is used as the main justification for awarding it Local 
Service Centre status, is significantly overstated.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey (including Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham) should not be a LSC. Goostrey should be a sustainable village. Residents don't use 
Goostrey for services, population is overstated and proximity to Holmes Chapel limits potential to develop into a LSC.

Comment ID: DS1793
Response Date: 21/02/13 13:20

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities
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Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

View consultation point 
1: Introduction

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I object to the proposed designation of Goostrey (including the 3 neighbouring Parishes- Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham) as a Local 
Service Centre in the Settlement Hierarchy.
Residents in the associated Parishes rarely come to Goostrey for their local services preferring to use the larger centre ofHolmes Chapel and 
possibly Congleton in the case of Swettenham. The population of'Goostrey', which is used as the main justification for awarding it Local 
Service Centre status, is significantly overstated.
The proximity of Goostrey to Holmes Chapel limits its potential to develop into a Local Service Centre in its own right (an argument which has 
been applied to the case of Styal and Wilmslow amongst others). Cranage is also listed in the Policy Principles report as a 'Sustainable 
Village' despite being included with the notional 'Goostrey Local Service Centre'.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey (including Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham) should not be a LSC. Goostrey should be a sustainable village. Residents don't use 
Goostrey for services, population is overstated and proximity to Holmes Chapel limits potential to develop into a LSC.

Comment ID: DS1791
Response Date: 21/02/13 13:20

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I strongly object to the proposed designation of Goostrey (including the 3 neighbouring Parishes- Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham) as a 
Local Service Centre in the Settlement Hierarchy.
Residents in the associated Parishes rarely come to Goostrey for their local services preferring to use the larger centre ofHolmes Chapel and 
possibly Congleton in the case ofSwettenham. The population of'Goostrey', which is used as the main justification for awarding it Local 
Service Centre status, is significantly overstated.
The proximity of Goostrey to Holmes Chapel limits its potential to develop into a Local Service Centre in its own right (an argument which has 
been applied to the case of Styal and Wilmslow amongst others). Cranage is also listed in the Policy Principles report as a 'Sustainable 
Village' despite being included with the notional 'Goostrey Local Service Centre'.
I would therefore request that you review the analysis of your data and separate the Parish of Goostrey to correctly categorise Goostrey it as 
a Sustainable Village.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey (including Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham) should not be a LSC. Goostrey should be a sustainable village. Residents don't use 
Goostrey for services, population is overstated and proximity to Holmes Chapel limits potential to develop into a LSC.

Comment ID: DS1789
Response Date: 21/02/13 13:20

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

The detailed zone plans will no doubt be for detailed comment at a later stage in the planning process. My concern at this stage is as follows. 
Under no circumstances can Goostrey be considered to be a Local Service Centre. The surrounding villages of Twemlow and Cranage are 
Holmes Chapel -orientated for all aspects of living - social, economically, shopping and facilities such as the health centre. Indeed, Goostrey 
itself is geared to Holmes Chapel and the surrounding major centres such as Northwich, Wilmslow, Macclesfield etc.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey is geared to Holmes Chapel and the surrounding major centres. In view of this and other representations that you will no doubt 
receive, I ask that Goostrey be designated as a Sustainable Village in the Cheshire East Local Plan.

Comment ID: DS1762
Response Date: 21/02/13 11:19

Habitats Regulations Assessment for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Comment only

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

The Bongs in Goostrey is a protected site (SSSI), we know of protected species including bats, barn owls and great crested newts are present 
in the area. We support the protection of our protected sites and species

Comment ID: DSHRA11
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PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.17 : Option 7: Hybrid Growth Option

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.11 : Option 4: Variant - Rural dispersal

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.9 : Option 3: Growth in Crewe and Macclesfield and Accessible Towns

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.7 : Option 2: Growth in Crewe and Macclesfield and Key Service Centres outside of the Green Belt

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.5 : Option 1: Growth in Crewe and Key Service Centres Outside of the Green Belt

PDF

Response Date: 20/02/13 17:44

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Object – This aims to develop villages like Goostrey at too high a rate and would ruin their charm and character. More focus should be on 
small and large towns

Comment ID: DSSA110
Response Date: 20/02/13 17:42

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Object – Growth of 17% for Local Service Centres is far too much. This aims to develop villages like Goostrey at too high a rate and would 
ruin their charm and character. More focus should be on small and large towns

Comment ID: DSSA109
Response Date: 20/02/13 17:42

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Object – This aims to develop villages like Goostrey at too high a rate and would ruin their charm and character. More focus should be on 
small and large towns

Comment ID: DSSA108
Response Date: 20/02/13 17:41

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Object – This aims to develop villages like Goostrey at too high a rate and would ruin their charm and character. More focus should be on 
small and large towns

Comment ID: DSSA107
Response Date: 20/02/13 17:39

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey is far too few services (no doctors, no dentists, no secondary schools etc) to be a LSC and therefore 7% growth is too much

Comment ID: DSSA106
Response Date: 20/02/13 17:38

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles
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View consultation point 
: Local Service Centres and Sustainable Villages

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 5.2 : Distribution of Development across Cheshire East

PDF

View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

View consultation point 
Statement Vision for Local Service Centres : Vision for Local Service Centres

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey needs to be downgraded from a Local Service Centre as it is a small village and has no secondary school, no doctors, no dentists, 
no library, no restaurants, no take-aways, no fire station, no police station, only a part-time post office - in fact very few services. No way is it a 
"Service Centre". The LSC is Holmes Chapel where people travel for the services just mentioned. It doesn't make sense to group it in the 
same category as places like Holmes Chapel or Alderley Edge which do have far more services. Development of the proposed size would put 
too much traffic on roads for people going to/from real LSC of Holmes Chapel

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey isn't a LSC due to absence of services such as "health and employment opportunities"

Comment ID: PP152
Response Date: 20/02/13 17:24

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey needs to be downgraded from a Local Service Centre as it is a small village and has no secondary school, no doctors, no dentists, 
no library, no restaurants, no take-aways, no fire station, no police station, only a part-time post office - in fact very few services. No way is it a 
"Service Centre". The LSC is Holmes Chapel where people travel for the services just mentioned. It doesn't make sense to group it in the 
same category as places like Holmes Chapel or Alderley Edge which do have far more services. Development of the proposed size would put 
too much traffic on roads for people going to/from real LSC of Holmes Chapel

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey should not be an LSC

Comment ID: DS1717
Response Date: 20/02/13 17:17

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey needs to be downgraded from a Local Service Centre as it is a small village and has no secondary school, no doctors, no dentists, 
no library, no restaurants, no take-aways, no fire station, no police station, only a part-time post office - in fact very few services. No way is it a 
"Service Centre". The LSC is Holmes Chapel where people travel for the services just mentioned. It doesn't make sense to group it in the 
same category as places like Holmes Chapel or Alderley Edge which do have far more services. Development proposed for a village such as 
Goostrey with virtually no services is excessive - it will put undue strain on roads for people going to and from the real LSCs such as Holmes 
Chapel

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

There is a mistake in categorising Goostrey as an LSC when it has very limited services. Development proposed will put undue strain on 
travel to real LSC - Holmes Chapel

Comment ID: DS1716
Response Date: 20/02/13 17:15

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey needs to be downgraded from a Local Service Centre as it is a small village and has no secondary school, no doctors, no dentists, 
no library, no restaurants, no take-aways, no fire station, no police station, only a part-time post office - in fact very few services. No way is it a 
"Service Centre". The LSC is Holmes Chapel where people travel for the services just mentioned. It doesn't make sense to group it in the 
same category as places like Holmes Chapel or Alderley Edge which do have far more services.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey should not be classified as a LSC it needs to be downgraded to a village only.

Comment ID: DS1712
Response Date: 20/02/13 17:10

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities
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View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I object to the proposed designation of Goostrey (including the three neighbouring Parishes of Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham) as a 
Local Service Centre in the Settlement Hierarchy.
Residents in the associated Parishes rarely come to Goostrey for their local services preferring to use the larger centres of Holmes Chapel, 
Knutsford, Congleton, Macclesfield, Wilmslow. And indeed the residents of Goostrey itself also use these Centres. The populations of the 
associated Villages have been included in that of Goostrey and used as the main justification for awarding Goostrey as a Local Service 
Centre site. The population of Goostrey is significantly overstated and can more acurately be stated as 2000/2002 Residents.
The proximity of Goostrey to Holmes Chapel limits it's potential to develop into a Local Service Centre in it's own right ( an argument which 
has been applied to the case of Styal and Wilmslow amongst others). Cranage is also listed in the Policy Principles report as "a Sustainable 
Village" despite being included with the notional " Goostrey Local Service Centre". I request that the case of Goostrey is reviewed and re 
designate the Parish of Goostrey as a Sustainable Village.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Object to classification of Goostrey as a Local Service Centre - people use larger centres e.g. Holmes Chapel for services. Population 
overestimated.

Comment ID: DS3210
Response Date: 20/02/13 12:06

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I have lived in Goostrey for 40 years and am very concerned with problems that would arise should Goostrey be considered as a Local 
Service Centre.
Having consulted your document, 'Determining the Settlement Hierarchy' (Nov 2012), I should like to draw your attention to errors and 
misapprehensions in this document which should diminish the perceived potential for Goostrey becoming a Local Service Centre.
Table 5.2 on page 8 of the Settlement Hierarchy document describes Goostrey as:
'Despite only having 2 of the 12 essential services, Goostrey does have a population of more than 3,500 people, a number of retail units and a 
train station with services to Manchester and Crewe.'
The last population census gives the population of Goostrey as less than 2,500 which is substantially less than the 3,500 quoted above. There 
are very few retail units and although there is a train station, it is on the outskirts of the village and extremely difficult to reach on foot from 
other parts of Goostrey. There is no regular, daily bus service to link in with the train service.
Of the 2 Service Provisions recorded in this document for Goostrey (Appendix 2, page 22), namely a Post Office and Primary School. We do 
not have a Post Office in Goostrey. We have a hosted service within a retail unit which is an outreach of Plumley Post Office. It is open for 
only a limited number of hours for part of the week.
The primary school copes with the level of children attending but a sudden influx of more children would have a serious adverse effect on the 
children's education.
There is no bank, dentist, hospital, library, cinema, doctors, supermarket or leisure centre, or petrol station or range of employment 
opportunities close at hand, or a police presence. I should be grateful if you would note my serious concerns that Goostrey should not become 
a key or Local Service Centre.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey should not be considered as a Local Service Centre. The population is under 2,500; the train station is hard to access; and the Post 
Office is an outreach facility only; and the school is oversubscribed.

Comment ID: DS1662
Response Date: 20/02/13 11:34

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I object to Goostrey being classified as a Local Service Centre.
The population of Goostrey on its own is less than the threshold/guidelines used. Only be including the residents of Twemlow, Cranage and 
Swettenham does it meet the criteria laid down.
Goostrey does not meet the requirements of a Local Service Centre in terms of facilities it has
1. It does not have a medical centre or doctors.
2. There is no library.
3. There is no secondary school.
4. Public transport is inadequate with intermittent bus service and hourly train service. I regularly drive to either Alderley Edge or Holmes 
Chapel for a better service.
5. There is no bank
6. There is no supermarket
7. There are no real employment opportunities in the village.
Goostrey is a village with a village community and services that are expected of a Sustainable Village and should be reclassified accordingly. 
Residents travel to Holmes Chapel for its facilities as it is a Local Service Centre.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey should be reclassified as a Sustainable Village
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View consultation point 
Emerging Policy Principles

PDF

View consultation point 
Site Crewe 6 : The Triangle

PDF

View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

View consultation point 
1.1 : Paragraph

PDF

Comment ID: PP150
Response Date: 19/02/13 20:11

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

The Cheshire East development strategy proposes 300 new homes for the Triangle, the current application is proposing 400 homes, The 
council propose 300 new homes for the Shavington East site, if this developer sought to increase their number by 100 homes, there could be 
an extra 200 unplanned homes in Shavington.
Shavington is defined within the Cheshire East development strategy document as a local Service centre, in relation to local service centres, 
the councils vision is as follows, Local service Centres of Alderley Edge, Audlum, Bollington, Bunbury, Chelford, Disley, Goostrey, Haslington, 
Holmes Chapel, Mobberley, Prestbury, Shavington and Wrenbury. If the council allocate Shavington East and the Triangle site, this could 
mean 700 dwellings are to be allocated to Shavington, this is 35% of the 2000 new homes across 13 Local service centres. Shavington 
accomodating 1/3 of the overall development allocated for 13 Local service centres within Cheshire East seems excessive. The cumulative 
impact of traffic not just from the Triangle but from Shavington East, Basford, and Basford East, are all likely to be using the A500 to the M6, 
The Councils own committee reported , traffic is a major concern.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

As per my original submission above.

Comment ID: DS1617
Response Date: 19/02/13 19:13

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Further to the recent announcements made by the Government regarding local authorities identifying “Local Service Areas” for future 
developments of new homes, I would kindly like to object to the scale of planning proposed by Cheshire East Council for the village of 
Goostrey in Cheshire.
Last week our Village Hall hosted the proposed plans for such future developments. It was horrifying to see certain outline planning 
possibilities in such a green, rural traditional Cheshire village. Most disturbingly was the number of properties the local authority states 
currently exist in the village of Goostrey which; potentially labels this area as a “Local Service Centre”.
Having lived in the area for over 30 years, I can categorically state that the village of Goostrey hosts no more than 2100 homes within the 
constituency. The plans we viewed last week stated that there are more than 3770 homes in the village which; is massively overstated by 
79.5%. To get to this number you’d need to include nearby villages such as; Swettenham Nr Congleton, Twemlow, Twemlow Green & 
Cranage to get near the numbers stated on the plans.
Goostrey is far from being labelled as a “Local Service Centre” because households from Goostrey, Twemlow & Cranage travel to 
neighbouring Holmes Chapel which; is the “Local Service Area” housing all the amenities required for larger habitations and nearby 
constituencies. Households from Swettenham will mostly utilise Congleton as their “Local Service Centre” and therefore would rarely venture 
towards Goostrey or Holmes Chapel for amenities.
I totally appreciate the need for identifying new areas for future development and I appreciate the Governments view to relax some of the 
more rural constraints for new developments. However; I do think there are far more developable areas in Cheshire to be considered by 
Cheshire East that offer better facilities and amenities for increased development without negatively affecting greener & rural locations like the 
village of Goostrey. As I’ve previously stated the number of properties detailed within your plans are grossly incorrect and therefore; object to 
this area being classed or labelled as a potential “Local Service Centre” in anticipation for future development.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Object to scale of development proposed for Goostrey. Current population overestimated. Goostrey is not a Local Service Centre - local 
people use Holmes Chapel for services. There are more appropriate areas in which to build.

Comment ID: DS3205
Response Date: 19/02/13 17:24

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey should not be listed as A LOCAL SERVICE CENTRE.
Goostrey is a village of its own and should be treated as such.
It should be listed as SUSTAINABLE VILLAGE. with maximum 3% increase in buildings.

Comment ID: DSSA105
Response Date: 19/02/13 16:39

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles
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View consultation point 
Emerging Policy Principles

PDF

View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I strongly object to Goostrey being classed as a local service centre. No one in Swettenhan,Crannage or Twemlow comes here for services. 
They mostly go to Holmes Chapel or in the case of Swettenham to Congleton. These villages have all been lumped together to create the 
settlement of Goostrey, yet further down the document Crannage is listed as a sustainable village in its own right.
Goostrey is a sustainable village not a local service centre.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey is not a settlement with three other villages, it is a sustainable village in its own right.

Comment ID: PP146
Response Date: 19/02/13 15:45

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Comment only

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

A meeting organised by Goostrey Parish Council showed that local people have misunderstood the Strategy process. The inclusion of sites in 
the SHLAA resulted in considerable consternation that all sites in the area were to be built on. In hindsight, it would have been better, and 
shown CEBC in a better light, if the SHLAA had not been published but circulated to Councillors for them to discuss the Strategy and the true 
context of the SHLAA to parish and town councils. A reserve press statement may be needed to allay people's fears and misunderstandings.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Clarify confusion caused by publication of the SHLAA - people thought it meant that their area was going to be built on.

Comment ID: DS1581
Response Date: 19/02/13 15:31

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Although I agree in principle with the Settlement Hierarchy, and agree that sustainable development should be directly linked to the provision 
of local jobs.
I object to Goostrey being identified a Local Service Centre on three main grounds:-
Population - Goostrey village population isn't 3,700. It is actually only 2,000. We have been grouped with Swettenham, Twemlow and 
Cranage to artifically increase our population. These are all separate villages which consider Holmes Chapel as their Local Service Centre. 
The methodology for grouping villages to justify Local Service Centres has not been consistently applied across Cheshire East.#
Services - in accordance with the supporting documents supplied with the consultation documents, Goostrey only has 2 of the essential 
services required.
Proximity - Goostrey is located only 3 miles from Holmes Chapel, an existing Local Service Centre. Other villages eg Styal have been rejected 
as a Local Service Centre and on this basis, the same rule should also be applied to Goostrey.
'Modest' development is also too subjective and open to abuse.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey has been mistakenly identified as a Local Service Centre and should be reclassified as a Sustainable Village.

Comment ID: DS1578
Response Date: 19/02/13 15:19

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey population at the last census was 2,201. The figure of 3770 is only obtained by including Cranage, Swettenham and Twemlow, none 
of which would use Goostrey as a Local Service Centre with Goostrey only having 2 of the essential services required to identify it as an L S 
C.
All of the above villages would use Holmes Chapel as its Local Service Centre with its 14 essential services, against Goostrey's 2.
Additionally the commuting will overload the roads especially with only a 1 hous bus and train service
Based on the above Goostrey should be defined as a sustainable village

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Redefined Goostrey as a sustainable village

Comment ID: PP141
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PDF

View consultation point 
: Local Service Centres and Sustainable Villages

PDF

View consultation point 
: Local Service Centres and Sustainable Villages

PDF

View consultation point 
6.24 : Paragraph

PDF

View consultation point 
: Local Service Centres and Sustainable Villages

PDF

Response Date: 19/02/13 11:37

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey should not be classified as a Local Service Centre. It does not have the minimum level of inhabitants for classification as a Local 
Service Centre, nor does it meet the Local Plans stated criteria.
Facilities are limited:
Just 2 stores in practice (1 News Agent, 1 small convenience )
Very limited public transport station is 1.5 km from centre of village, the village is only accessible by minor unclassified roads.
No permanent Health facilities
All Secondary school Children having to be bused
Very very limited employment opportunities
The Villages of Cranage Twemlow and Swettenham are all closer to Holmes Chapel. There is no case or logic to combine these these 
villages with Goostrey as a single centre.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Object to Goostrey being classified as a Local Service Centre.

Comment ID: PP140
Response Date: 19/02/13 10:22

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey has a population of only 2200. It's size has been significantly overstated by amalgamating it with Twemlow, Swettenham and 
Cranage, the latter having apparently retained its sustainable village category, whilst also being included in the Local Service Centre category 
for Goostrey. All these villages including Goostrey, naturally look to Holmes Chapel for their local services and we feel very strongly that 
Goostrey should be reclassified as a sustainable village.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey has a population of 2200; this has been inflated by the inclusion of Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham all of which use Holmes 
Chapel as their Local Service Centre. There are very few facilities in Goostrey and it should be recategorised as a Sustainable Village.

Comment ID: PP138
Response Date: 18/02/13 22:18

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Support

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

limited growth of Goostrey would help maintain its charm and character.

Comment ID: DSSA104
Response Date: 18/02/13 20:56

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Small towns and large villages should not be treated the same. Suggest large villages should be Local Service Villages with lower 
development requirements to preserve their charm and character for future generations to enjoy. eg Goostrey

Comment ID: PP136
Response Date: 18/02/13 20:52

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities
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View consultation point 
Table 5.2 : Distribution of Development across Cheshire East

PDF

View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

View consultation point 
Statement Vision for Local Service Centres : Vision for Local Service Centres

PDF

View consultation point 
Statement Vision for Local Service Centres : Vision for Local Service Centres

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Large villages should not be treated the same as small towns. Employment land and Housing Development should continue to be restricted in 
large villages to retain charm and character eg. Goostrey.

Comment ID: DS1502
Response Date: 18/02/13 20:49

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I contest the identification of Goostrey (including the 3 neighbouring Parishes - Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham) as a Local Service 
Centre in the Settlement Hierarchy produced by the CEC Spatial Planning Team. People in the three associated Parishes rarely come to 
Goostrey for their local services nor do they regard Goostrey as their Local Service Centre. Thus the population of 'Goostrey', which is used 
as the main justification for awarding it Local Service Centre status, is significantly overstated. The proximity of Goostrey to Holmes Chapel 
limits its potential to develop into a Local Service Centre in its own right (an argument which has been applied to the case of Styal and 
Wilmslow amongst others). Cranage is also listed in the Policy Principles report as a 'Sustainable Village' despite being included with the 
notional 'Goostrey Local Service Centre'. Residents of Goostrey obtain most of their local services from Holmes Chapel thus the classification 
of Goostrey as a Local Service Centre understates the demand that will in practice be placed on the Holmes Chapel Local Service Centre. I 
call on the CEC Spatial Planning team to re-categorise Goostrey (excluding Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham) as a Sustainable Village.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey is not an LSC

Comment ID: DS1501
Response Date: 18/02/13 20:46

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Section 2.75 states that: Local Service Centres are small towns or large villages which provide a range of services and facilities to meet the 
needs of local people, including those living in nearby settlements. They may also have a range of shops, health and leisure facilities, and 
employment opportunities. However, Goostrey does not have: � A doctors surgery or dentist � A frequent bus service � Any public parking 
facilities � A library � A secondary School � A fire station or police station � A leisure centre � A full time Post Office (open 4 half days a 
week only) � A range of shops.
Clearly Goostrey cannot be accurately described as providing a range of services and facilities to meet the needs of local people, including 
those living in nearby settlements. Furthermore, the population of Goostrey is about 2,100 but has been inflated to 3,500 by including nearby 
areas including Cranage,Swettenham and Twemlow. The description Local Service Centre suggests that people will visit the centre to take 
advantage of the local services. The idea that people will visit Goostrey to take advantage of the facilities is wrong – they will continue to visit 
Holmes Chapel where all these things are available. Goostrey should therefore be redefined as a “sustainable village”.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Clearly Goostrey cannot be accurately described as providing a range of services and facilities to meet the needs of local people, including 
those living in nearby settlements. The population of Goostrey has been inflated in strategy.

Comment ID: DS3551
Response Date: 18/02/13 20:41

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey is a sustainable VILLAGE and should not be classified as a service centre, a classification arrived at incorrectly by amalgamating us 
with Swettenham, Cranage and Twemlow. Our local service centre is Holmes Chapel.

Comment ID: DS1500
Response Date: 18/02/13 20:40

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles
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PDF

View consultation point 
: Local Service Centres and Sustainable Villages

PDF

View consultation point 
Figure 5.2 : Key Diagram

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I would like to object to Goostrey being classified as an LSC. The population figures quoted have included Cranage aswell as Swettenham 
and Twemlow.Cranage is three miles from Goostrey and only five minutes walk from Holmes Chapel. Guess where the residents of Cranage 
go for their services? How can a community of just over two thousand with only five shops and no full time Post Office or surgery be classified 
as an LSC?Please think again. Goostrey is a Sustainable Village.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

I object to Goostrey being classified as an LSC. It fails to meet the criteria on any grounds.Goostrey is a Sustainable Village.

Comment ID: PP135
Response Date: 18/02/13 17:48

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey is not a local service centre, it is a sustainable village. We all use Holmes Chapel as our service centre, even to use the post office 
sometimes, as Goostrey's is only open for 12 hours a week. We have had three other villages added to our population, but all these villages 
use Holmes Chapel or even Congleton for their services, not Goostrey. Cranage has been listed twice. Once as part of Goostrey, and once in 
their own right!. We have very few of the facilities listed to be a LSC, and to use public transport from the village to get anywhere other than 
Holmes Chapel is also very difficult. Only half of the Manchester Crewe trains stop here, and we lost the morning train which could have taken 
workers and children to work or school.We have a lovely viable village here, but I repeat, we use Homles Chapel as our service centre, it is 
very close and we can even walk there.I urge you to look again at the plan and the criteria needed to be a LSC.......GOOSTREY IS A 
SUSTAINABLE VILLAGE

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

GOOSTREY IS A SUSTAINABLE VILLAGE NOT A LOCAL SERVICE CENTRE. WE USE HOLMES CHAPEL AS OUR LSC. THERE ARE 
FEW FACILITIES HERE.

Comment ID: PP132
Response Date: 18/02/13 12:02

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

RE proposed policy CS2 & paragraph 9: Goostrey is mis-categorised as a "local service centre" as the size/scope of the village/services 
available are more in keeping with "sustainable villages" as described. The consultation paper does not seem to explain why Goostrey was 
selected as a local services centre - but we understand this was on the basis of other nearby villages being included as part of Goostrey 
which does not seem justified.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey is mis-categorised as a "local service centre" as the size/scope of the village/services available are more in keeping with 
"sustainable villages" as described.

Comment ID: DS1416
Response Date: 17/02/13 17:19

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles
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PDF
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: Local Service Centres and Sustainable Villages

PDF

View consultation point 
: Local Service Centres and Sustainable Villages

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey has been incorrectly classified as a Local Service Centre (LSC) for the following reasons:
a) The population of Goostrey is below the LSC threshold. The 2001 census showed Goostrey's population to be 2,201 - however Cheshire 
East state the population of Goostrey is 3,770. Whilst this number triggers the LSC classification, it is fundamentally wrong as it includes 
residents from the neighbouring villages of Cranage (1,130), Swettenham (248) and Twemlow (168) - Cheshire East have enhanced 
"Goostrey's" population to achieve the LSC classification. These villages are clearly separated within the Borough and their aggregation is 
crude and incorrect.
b) Cranage is mentioned as a stand-alone village in the Local Plan. So to be consistent, Goostrey should be as well. In addition, Goostrey 
should not be classed as an LSC as it is so close to Holmes Chapel - several other villages were ruled out of this classification due to 
proximity with their local town.
c) Referring to paragraph 2.75 Goostrey does not have a range of services and facilities - there are very limited shops, no health facilities (no 
doctor/dentist), a small primary school, no secondary school, poor public transport, no youth facilities, virtually no employment opportunities 
and only one B road running through the village. Currently, Goostrey only has 2 of the 5 (min) essential services required to be an LSC. No 
other LSC has fewer. As stated in the documentation, eight have more than 5 essential services, two have four services, one has three 
leaving Goostrey with the lowest number of essential services.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey has been classified incorrectly as a Local Service Centre (LSC) by Cheshire East

Comment ID: PP130
Response Date: 17/02/13 16:58

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey is not a Local Service Centre, it is a village, a community, not unique but certainly exceptional. We have no infrastructure remotely 
similar to a small town. There are no healthcare facilities, only one shop selling household food items. There is no bank apart from the part-
time post office. The school may also be exceptional, but it is small and oversubscribed. There may be scope within Goostreys boundary for 
limited sympathetic development, but a sprawling urbanisation here would only lead to overwhelming the limited road and rail facilities.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey should not be classified as a Local Service Centre

Comment ID: PP128
Response Date: 17/02/13 11:31

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey cannot accurately be described as a "Local Service Centre" for the following reasons:
1. Shops are inadequate for normal daily requirements.
2. There is no medical centre or dentist.
3. There is no garage or filling station.
4. There is no secondary school.
5. The bus service is utterly inadequate (first bus out 09.30, last with possibility of return same day is at 11.30)
6. The train service is hourly, but of limited use for commmuting to Manchester as there is no departure from Manchester between 17.03 and 
18.08.
7. Residents of Twemlow, Cranage, and Swettenham do not look to Goostrey for local services: they go to Holmes Chapel, Northwich or 
Macclesfield.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey's lack of facilities mean that it cannot be regarded as a "Local Service Centre".

Comment ID: PP126
Response Date: 17/02/13 09:35

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles
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: Local Service Centres and Sustainable Villages

PDF

View consultation point 
Statement Vision for Local Service Centres : Vision for Local Service Centres

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.7 : Option 2: Growth in Crewe and Macclesfield and Key Service Centres outside of the Green Belt

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

When we moved into Goostrey we accepted the need for travel to Holmes Chapel or Knutsford for basic services – doctor, dentist, banking, 
library, the weekly shop, post-eleven education – as the price for choosing to live in a rural community and look out onto fields and trees. If we 
wanted to live in a serviced area – without the need to travel elsewhere – we’d have chosen to live in Holmes Chapel. Goostrey is clearly a 
Sustainable Village, not a Local Service Centre. Grouping us with Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham to make the population numbers “fit” 
the criteria is ridiculous. Nobody in Goostrey travels to these villages for their non-existant facilities and nor do they travel to Goostrey. We all 
go to Holmes Chapel and Knutsford.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey is incorrectly classified in this document. It clearly meets criteria for a Susatainable Village. It does not meet criteria as defined by 
the document for a Local Service Centre and is not a complete entity which also comprises Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham.

Comment ID: PP122
Response Date: 16/02/13 19:47

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

A LSC suggests that a place has necessary infrastructure in place.
I am a non-driver (through choice), yet my employer is in Wilmslow, my shopping is ordered online or by visiting supermarkets in Holmes 
Chapel, Alderley Edge or Wilmslow and social activities take place in Wilmslow, Alderley Edge or Congleton. I travel by train to these places, 
or catch a bus from Holmes Chapel or Alderley Edge.
I choose to live in Goostrey, therefore, precisely because it is rural and not a LSC.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey has been incorrectly classified as a Local Service Centre (LSC).

Comment ID: PP121
Response Date: 16/02/13 19:06

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

GOOSTREY has been incorrectly classified as a Local Service Centre. It is a stand alone village of about 2500 people with far less than the 
required number of facilities. The figures have been manipulated by lumping us together with the other separate settlements of Swettenham, 
Twemlow and Cranage and even with these we do not match the criteria for a Local Service Centre. The level of development proposed is 
inappropriate for a STAND ALONE RURAL VILLAGE. I do not agree with the development of agricultural or any Green Belt land as it will be 
required for food and fuel for the growing future population.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey is a stand alone rural village, NOT a Local Service Centre so the proposed development is totally inappropriate.

Comment ID: DS1350
Response Date: 16/02/13 17:24

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey is too small to qualify as an LSC and has few of the services specified. Would be more appropriate as a Sustainable Village

Comment ID: DSSA97
Response Date: 16/02/13 14:07

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles
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PDF
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PDF
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PDF
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PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Classification of Goostrey as an LSC is unrealistic as it has few of the qualifying services when compared with other LSCs such as Holmes 
Chapel. Should reclassified as a Sustainable Village

Comment ID: DSSA96
Response Date: 16/02/13 14:01

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey cannot be classified as a Local Service Centre as it does not have the majority of the qualifying services. Surely should be classified 
as a Sustainable Village

Comment ID: DSSA95
Response Date: 16/02/13 13:39

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I find it very difficult to understand the logic behind aspects of the plan and particularly where large areas of what is valuable green-belt is now 
under threat from developers. Why are such sites included, surely brown field sites should be developed first!!!!! Secondly, where is the logic 
in the potential huge increase in homes in locations such villages as Goostrey and Wrenbury etc. How can such development be sustained? 
There seems to have been some extremely dubious and creative thinking into how villages such as Goostrey can become LSC's when quite 
clearly the genuine population and the lack of local services tells a different story. This is bullying in it's worse form and smacks of us and 
them without proper considered dialogue with those communities potentially affected.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Serious reservations with regard to the way that villages have somehow been upgraded to LSC's and are now under huge threat from 
development.

Comment ID: DS1341
Response Date: 16/02/13 11:46

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

A LSC suggests that a place has necessary infrastructure in place. I am a non-driver (through choice), yet my employer is in Wilmslow, my 
shopping is ordered online or by visiting supermarkets in Holmes Chapel, Alderley Edge or Wilmslow and social activities take place in 
Wilmslow, Alderley Edge or Congleton. I travel by train to these places, or catch a bus from Holmes Chapel or Alderley Edge.
I choose to live here, therefore, precisely because it is rural and not a LSC.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey has been incorrectly classified as a Local Service Centre (LSC).

Comment ID: DS1339
Response Date: 16/02/13 09:13

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles
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PDF

View consultation point 
8 : Strategic Sites

PDF

View consultation point 
: Local Service Centres and Sustainable Villages

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.7 : Option 2: Growth in Crewe and Macclesfield and Key Service Centres outside of the Green Belt

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey has been incorrectly classified as a Local Service Centre (LSC)
The grounds for this are threefold;
1) Population too low:
The 2001 census showed Goostrey's population to be 2,201 residents. Cheshire East (CE) used a population of 3,770 residents for Goostrey, 
and then argued that 'despite Goostrey only having 2 of the 5 essential services required to be an LSC because it had a large population (> 
3,500 residents) it was appropriate for Goostrey to be a LSC.
This is clearly a nonsense. CE have used the Neighbouring villages of Cranage (1,130), Swettenham (248) and Twemlow (168) to enhance 
"Goostrey's" population to make this argument fit. There are many miles between these distinct villages and their aggregation is crude and 
incorrect. Indeed, if the Borough Council intends to 'lump villages together' this must be consistent across all of CE and would ultimately mean 
that no sustainable / other settlements would ever exist per this classification methodology.
2) Poor essential services:
Goostrey has only 2 of the 5 (min) essential services required to be an LSC. No other LSC has fewer. In fact, eight have more than 5 essential 
services, two have four services, one has three leaving Goostrey with the lowest number of essential services - only 2!
3) Proximity:
Goostrey will always look to Holmes Chapel as its Local Service Centre with its 14 essential services - 7 times that hosted by Goostrey. 
Moreover, Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham do similarly,...not just because of Holmes Chapel's vastly superior services but also because 
on balance the largest of these three distinct villages, Cranage, is closer to Holmes Chapel compared with Goostrey.
On balance, it seems clear that Goostrey should not be classified as an LSC.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey has been incorrectly classified as a Local Service Centre (LSC)

Comment ID: PP100
Response Date: 14/02/13 21:21

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

It is making the towns larger especially Crewe adding to congestion there. From map 11.1 Green Belt protection only in the North and East. 
Green Gaps clearly don't matter here (11/4549N). Even with HS2 why is Tatton park sacred? Some deer but its hardly Exmoor.

Comment ID: DS1231
Response Date: 14/02/13 16:53

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

There is no way that Goostrey can be called a "Local Service Centre". We have no doctors, no fully open post office, no library, omly a 
newsagent plus a convience store. Goostrey's Local Service Centre is Holmes Chapel. People from outlying areas do NOT come to Goostrey 
for services, but travel to Holmes Chapel.
I herefore contend that Goostrey be redefined as a Sustainable Village.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey is Not a Local Service Centre, but a "Sustainable Village.

Comment ID: PP99
Response Date: 13/02/13 22:23

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

This far too high a growth rate for Villages like Goostrey. More focus is needed in areas where there is already the availability of employment 
and education facilities as well as developable housing land.

Comment ID: DSSA60
Response Date: 13/02/13 21:13

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles
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PDF
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PDF
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PDF
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Statement Vision for Local Service Centres : Vision for Local Service Centres

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

The growth rate for villages like Goostrey is far too high. This is a one road village that will not support the volume of traffic generated, and 
other aspects of services are not available. I would expect to see more emphasis on small and large towns who have the relevant 
infrastructure. towns

Comment ID: DSSA59
Response Date: 13/02/13 21:11

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Real care needs to be taken when dealing with rural villages. Villages vary a lot in character and have to be treated independently. If you treat 
them all the same, they become all the same and the countryside loses it variation and texture. The plan needs to make reference to how it 
will maintain variations in its villages and maintain their characters instead of saying 100 houses here and 100 there. Surely that's the point of 
the plan, to protect the smaller places as much as anything else. We know developers would love to get their hands on some of these fields, if 
100 houses went up in somewhere like Goostrey or Barthomley I'm sure they would sell like wildfire, but these places are like the jewels in the 
crown of rural Cheshire and the farming community, they should be protected like treasure. I really believe it would be better to create new 
small settlements instead of stretching our beautiful villages beyond recognition. So I think you're wrong, new development isn't always 
needed to meet local needs.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

developers would love to get their hands on some of these fields, if 100 houses went up in somewhere like Goostrey y I'm sure they would sell 
like wildfire, but these places are like the jewels in the crown of rural Cheshire and the farming community, they should be protected lik

Comment ID: DS1183
Response Date: 13/02/13 20:42

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

The impact of 10+% growth per year in new housing in a village would be catastrophic for the community and the character of the village. 
Employment land and housing development should go on being restricted in large villages like Goostrey

Comment ID: DS1179
Response Date: 13/02/13 20:32

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey should not be treated as a small town - Employment land and Deevelopment of housing should be restricted to preserve the 
character of such villages.

Comment ID: DS1178
Response Date: 13/02/13 20:28

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

'Modest growth' is too ambiguous. Large villages e.g. Goostrey
should not be treated as if they were small towns - they do not have the same infrastructure and make up an essential part of Cheshire's rural 
landscape that attracts people to live here.

Comment ID: DS1177
Response Date: 13/02/13 20:24
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PDF
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PDF

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey has been classified as a local service centre by including 3 other villages but there is no way that they share the facilities as 
Swettenham would go to Congleton and Cranage would go to Holmes Chapel although Twemlow might use them on occasion. Also I would 
defy anybody to find work in Goostrey as most inhabitants go outside the village to find work. So either your definitions are incorrect or the 
Council are not obeying their own definitions as the population of the village and those regularly using its facilities is far less than that 
speciified and the facilities are not common to the stated communities or necessarily within the village. I suggest the last definition in the list is 
more appropriate i.e. a country village

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

There is inconsistency between the definitions, the situation in real life, and the councils conclusions

Comment ID: DS1174
Response Date: 13/02/13 20:15

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey Parish Council contests the identification of Goostrey (including the 3 neighbouring Parishes - Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham) 
as a Local Service Centre in the Settlement Hierarchy produced by the CEC Spatial Planning Team. People in the three associated Parishes 
rarely come to Goostrey for their local services nor do they regard Goostrey as their Local Service Centre. Thus the population of 'Goostrey', 
which is used as the main justification for awarding it Local Service Centre status, is significantly overstated. The proximity of Goostrey to 
Holmes Chapel limits its potential to develop into a Local Service Centre in its own right (an argument which has been applied to the case of 
Styal and Wilmslow amongst others). Cranage is also listed in the Policy Principles report as a 'Sustainable Village' despite being included 
with the notional 'Goostrey Local Service Centre'. Residents of Goostrey obtain most of their local services from Holmes Chapel thus the 
classification of Goostrey as a Local Service Centre understates the demand that will in practice be placed on the Holmes Chapel Local 
Service Centre. The Parish Council calls on the CEC Spatial Planning team to re-categorise Goostrey (excluding Cranage, Twemlow and 
Swettenham) as a Sustainable Village.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Object to Goostrey being classed as a LSC; it should be a sustainable vilage - people in surrounding parishes rarely come to Goostrey for 
their services; population of Goostrey is overstated and proximity to Holmes Chapel limits potential to become a LSC - residents of Goostrey 
use HC as their LSC.

Comment ID: DS1216
Response Date: 13/02/13 16:02

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey has been incorrectly classified as a Local Service Centre (LSC).
The grounds for this are threefold;
1) Population too low:
The 2001 census showed Goostrey's population to be 2,201 residents. Cheshire East (CE) used a population of 3,770 residents for Goostrey, 
and then argued that 'despite Goostrey only having 2 of the 5 essential services required to be an LSC because it had a large population (> 
3,500 residents) it was appropriate for Goostrey to be an LSC. This is clearly a nonsense. CE have used the Neighbouring villages of 
Cranage (1,130), Swettenham (248) and Twemlow (168) to enhance "Goostrey's" population to make this argument fit. There are many miles 
between these distinct villages and their aggregation is crude and incorrect. Indeed, if you intend to 'lump villages together' this must be 
consistent across all of CE and would ultimately mean that no sustainable / other settlements would ever exist per this classification 
methodology.
2) Poor essential services:
Goostrey has only 2 of the 5 (min) essential services required to be an LSC. No other LSC has fewer. In fact, eight have more than 5 essential 
services, two have four services, one has three leaving Goostrey with the lowest number of essential services - only 2!
3) Proximity:
Goostrey will always look to Holmes Chapel as its Local Service Centre with its 14 essential services - 7 times that hosted by Goostrey. 
Moreover, Cranage, Twemlow and Swettenham do similarly,...not just because of Holmes Chapel's vastly superior services but also because 
on balance these distinct villages are marginally closer to Holmes Chapel compared with Goostrey.
On balance, it seems clear that Goostrey should not be classified as an LSC.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey has been incorrectly classified as a Local Service Centre (LSC).

Comment ID: DS1004
Response Date: 12/02/13 10:49
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View consultation point 
1: Introduction

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.5 : Option 1: Growth in Crewe and Key Service Centres Outside of the Green Belt

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.11 : Option 4: Variant - Rural dispersal

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.9 : Option 3: Growth in Crewe and Macclesfield and Accessible Towns

PDF

View consultation point 
6.24 : Paragraph

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Comment only

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

The Bongs in Goostrey is a protected site (SSSI), we know protected species including bats, owls and great crested newts are present in the 
bongs and other parts of Goostrey. We support the protection of our protected sites and species.

Comment ID: DSHRA7
Response Date: 10/02/13 17:02

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Object – This aims to develop villages like Goostrey at too high a rate and would ruin their charm and character. More focus should be on 
small and large towns.

Comment ID: DSSA53
Response Date: 10/02/13 16:57

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Object – Growth of 17% for Local Service Centres is far too much. This aims to develop villages like Goostrey at too high a rate and would 
ruin their charm and character. More focus should be on small and large towns.

Comment ID: DSSA52
Response Date: 10/02/13 16:52

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Object – This aims to develop villages like Goostrey at too high a rate and would ruin their charm and character. More focus should be on 
small and large towns. Goostrey has too few facilities to be a LSC it is much smaller than Alderley Edge or Holmes Chapel - no secondary 
school, no doctor, no dentist, no garage, few shops, little employment - development here is unsustainable locally.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Development at Goostrey should be much less it is too small to be an LSC.

Comment ID: DSSA51
Response Date: 10/02/13 16:51

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Support

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey - very limited growth (very limited facilities) it is much much smaller than Alderley Edge or Holmes Chapel

Comment ID: DSSA50
Response Date: 10/02/13 16:48

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles
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View consultation point 
Table 6.7 : Option 2: Growth in Crewe and Macclesfield and Key Service Centres outside of the Green Belt

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.5 : Option 1: Growth in Crewe and Key Service Centres Outside of the Green Belt

PDF

View consultation point 
: Local Service Centres and Sustainable Villages

PDF

View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Object – This aims to develop villages like Goostrey at too high a rate and would ruin their charm and character. More focus should be on 
small and large towns. Goostrey has too few services and too small to be a LSC - no secondary education, no doctor, no dentist, few shops, 
little employment

Comment ID: DSSA49
Response Date: 10/02/13 16:46

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Object – This aims to develop villages like Goostrey at too high a rate and would ruin their charm and character. More focus should be on 
small and large towns. Goostrey is too small and without the services to be a LSC.

Comment ID: DSSA48
Response Date: 10/02/13 16:45

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Referring to paragraph 2.75 Goostrey does not have a range of services and facilities - there are very limited shops, no health facilities (no 
doctor, no dentist) no secondary school, virtually no employment opportunities. Classifying Goostrey as an LSC is incorrect - development 
would be unsustainable and create a commuter town rather than a village as it is today.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey is too small to be a Local Service Centre.

Comment ID: PP86
Response Date: 10/02/13 16:16

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey is much smaller than other LSCs listed (eg Alderley Edge and Holmes Chapel) and has very few facilities - so it should not be 
treated as an LSC but as a Large Village and not treated the same as our small towns, small scale development is too objective and open to 
interpretation.
2,000 homes over 13 centres is not small scale, particularly if this results in 150 homes in large villages such as Goostrey. New employment 
land and houses should be focused on our small towns rather than our large villages .
Strategic open gap should be maintained for all our Local Centres to prevent merging of communities and preservation of the character of our 
villages.
There is no need or demand to put unsustainable development (such as Goostrey) on redrawn boundaries that include open countryside or 
agricultural land

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey is too small to be a LSC, and there is no need or demand to put this level of unsustainable housing development on open 
countryside or agricultural land by redifinging boundaries

Comment ID: DS904
Response Date: 10/02/13 15:55

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities
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View consultation point 
Table 5.2 : Distribution of Development across Cheshire East

PDF

View consultation point 
Statement Vision for Local Service Centres : Vision for Local Service Centres

PDF

View consultation point 
: Local Service Centres and Sustainable Villages

PDF

View consultation point 
Policy CS 6 : Open Countryside

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

In Table 5.2 it says that Local Service Centres will have another 2,000 houses. Goostrey is categorised as a LSC - wrongly - because it only 
has around 2000 people and no secondary school, no doctor or dentist, few shops and little employment. So building all these houses will 
simply overwhelm facilities and make it a commuter town. There is no need to create an unsustainable town by building on open countryside.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Table 5.2 line on LSC's would create unsustainable and not needed overdevelopment in small places such as Goostrey.

Comment ID: DS902
Response Date: 10/02/13 15:40

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey is wrongly categorised as a Local Service Centre. It is much smaller than the other places listed here such as Alderley Edge and 
Holmes Chapel. In the 2001 Census it had a population of only 2,029 and has not grown by +77% as suggested by CE. Likely increase is 
around 5% so would be 2,019 today well below the CE Settlement Hierarchy (2007 ONS Est). Unlike Alderley Edge & Holmes Chapel there is 
no secondary school nor leisure facilities, very limited shops, no doctors, no dentists, no repair garage, and limited employment opportunities. 
It is incorrect to say that "new development is required to meet local needs". Housing on the scale proposed is inappropriate as any new 
residents would need to travel elsewhere for employment all the above facilities(increasing traffic) - making the CE proposals for Goostrey non
-sustainable.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey is too small to be a Local Service Centre. It has no secondary school no leisure facilities, limited shops, no doctors, no dentists, no 
repair garage, and limited employment. Development would cause out-commuting. There is no need to develop agricultural land for non-
sustainable growth.

Comment ID: DS901
Response Date: 10/02/13 15:04

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey has been classed as a LSC as it has a pop. of over 3500 - however this figure includes 3 other villages, Twemlow, Cranage and 
Swettenham so therefore is not correct. Cranage is mentioned as a stand-alone village in the Local Plan. So should Goostrey be, with too few 
essential services to rate as an LSC. Goostrey should also not be classed as an LSC with such close proximity to Holmes Chapel - several 
other villages were ruled out of this classification due to proximity with their local town.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey does not qualify as a Local Service Centre, the Local Plan is incorrect.

Comment ID: PP85
Response Date: 09/02/13 16:43

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Support

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Support protection of open countryside including that extensions of large villages / small villages should not be allowed protecting countryside 
and the village character and charm (such as Goostrey).

Comment ID: DS681
Response Date: 05/02/13 17:32

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities
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View consultation point 
Figure 5.2 : Key Diagram

PDF

View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

View consultation point 
Statement Vision for Local Service Centres : Vision for Local Service Centres

PDF

View consultation point 
Site Holmes Chapel 1 : Former Fisons (Sanofi Aventis / Rhodia)

PDF

View consultation point 
Statement Vision for Local Service Centres : Vision for Local Service Centres

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

CS2 point 6 - Within LSC small scale development to meet local needs & priorities will be supported. - However, up to 2000 homes is NOT 
SMALL for a village such as Goostrey

Comment ID: DS679
Response Date: 05/02/13 17:21

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

CS2 point 7. Large Villages are not the same as small towns. Employment and Housing development should continue to be restricted in large 
villages such as Goostrey to retain charm and character.

Comment ID: DS678
Response Date: 05/02/13 17:18

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

"Modest growth" - This is subjective and open to misrepresentation. Large villages are not the same as small towns. Large villages such as 
Goostrey should not loose their character and charm. There should be more growth in small towns / larger towns and less growth in large 
villages such as Goostrey.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

modest is subjective. Large villages not same as small towns yet there is no distinction here (all lumped in as LSC's).

Comment ID: DS677
Response Date: 05/02/13 17:14

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Comment only

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Whilst I support the proposal for Holmes Chapel, I feel the transport/parking situation needs to be reviewed in particular the link to M6 - A50 
North/South. Many vehicles travelling east/west at peak times use Cranage and Goostrey roads to avoid Holmes Chapel.

Comment ID: DS634
Response Date: 05/02/13 12:02

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Comment only

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey appears in the local service centre designation although it lacks many of the facilities available in most of the others eg, good, 
regular transport links, doctors, library, varied retail.
Residents have to travel (mostly by car/taxi) for work, secondary schools (3 buses and 2 private), health care and main retail trips.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey appears in the local service centre designation although it lacks many of the facilities available in most of the others eg, good, 
regular transport links, doctors, library, varied retail.

Comment ID: DS632
Response Date: 05/02/13 11:57

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities
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View consultation point 
Statement Vision for Local Service Centres : Vision for Local Service Centres

PDF

View consultation point 
Statement Vision for Local Service Centres : Vision for Local Service Centres

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.11 : Option 4: Variant - Rural dispersal

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.9 : Option 3: Growth in Crewe and Macclesfield and Accessible Towns

PDF

View consultation point 
6.24 : Paragraph

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

You have classed Goostrey as a local service centre and by your own criteria has been wrongly classified as it is a sustainable village. There 
is no need to move the village boundary to include Green Belt however village infill for a limited number of houses would be sensible.

Comment ID: DS617
Response Date: 05/02/13 11:17

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

In the report Goostrey has been classed as a local service centre, this is clearly wrong. Goostrey is a sustainable village. Moving the village 
boundary is not necessary as other infills could be used in the village, using greenfield is inappropriate.

Comment ID: DS616
Response Date: 05/02/13 11:08

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Growth of 17% forced upon Local Service Centres is far too high. There should be more focus on small and large towns to protect villages 
such as Goostrey.

Comment ID: DSSA21
Response Date: 03/02/13 15:48

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

9% for Local Service Centres is too high. Development at this rate will be forced upon villages like Goostrey which do not have the 
infrastructure to cope.

Comment ID: DSSA20
Response Date: 03/02/13 15:47

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey does not have the infrastructure of places such as Alderley Edge, Holmes Chapel and Chelford.

Comment ID: DSSA19
Response Date: 03/02/13 15:45

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

If Goostrey remains classed as a Local Service Centre this will result in significant over-development. Development should be focused on the 
larger towns which have the infrastructure to support this.
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View consultation point 
Table 6.5 : Option 1: Growth in Crewe and Key Service Centres Outside of the Green Belt

PDF

View consultation point 
: Local Service Centres and Sustainable Villages

PDF

View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF

View consultation point 
Statement Vision for Local Service Centres : Vision for Local Service Centres

PDF

View consultation point 
Statement Vision for Local Service Centres : Vision for Local Service Centres

PDF

Comment ID: DSSA18
Response Date: 03/02/13 15:42

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey should not be a Local Service Centre as people living here generally have to travel to larger centres for jobs, healthcare and other 
services - which is the definition under 2.78 of a rural village.

Comment ID: PP26
Response Date: 03/02/13 15:35

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Local Service Centres should not include Goostrey as it does not have the infrastructure or employment opportunities of places such as 
Holmes Chapel, Alderley Edge, Bollington etc. Goostrey should be classified as a Large Village.

Comment ID: DS533
Response Date: 03/02/13 15:25

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

It does not seem appropriate that Goostrey is ranked alongside Holmes Chapel and Alderley Edge as a Local Service Centre because 
Goostrey only has a small population and very limited amenities. Currently most residents of Goostrey have to travel by car out of the village 
to places like Holmes Chapel or Alderley Edge for shopping, visits to the doctors, library, swimming pools etc. Goostrey does not possess the 
same level of infrastructure as Holmes Chapel, Bollington and Alderley Edge therefore it seems inappropriate to rank it alongside these other 
places as a Local Service Centre and thereby open the door for large scale development.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey is significantly smaller thanAlderley Edge, Bollington, Disley & Holmes Chapel with limited infrastructure therefore it seems 
inappropriate to class it alongside these places as a Local Service Centre.

Comment ID: DS532
Response Date: 03/02/13 15:19

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Unbelievable that Goostrey is being considered as a local service centre.It has neither the infastructure nor the facilities to cope
with more houses,people,cars etc.Aside from spoiling the aesthetics of our beautiful village,it would intefere with the research
udertaken by the telescope at jodrell bank. These extra houses are neither wanted or needed here !!!!!!!!

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey cannot accomodate more houses - save the face of our village

Comment ID: DS504
Response Date: 02/02/13 12:21

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities
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View consultation point 
Statement Vision for Local Service Centres : Vision for Local Service Centres

PDF

View consultation point 
Statement Vision for Local Service Centres : Vision for Local Service Centres

PDF

View consultation point 
: Local Service Centres and Sustainable Villages

PDF

View consultation point 
Figure 5.2 : Key Diagram

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

This illogical categorisation of Goostrey will open the door to developers who will exploit the attendant loosening of planning scrutiny. We can 
expect this to result in loss of greenfield and rural village environment so enjoyed and valued by the residents. We are already threatened by 
the proposed waste plant development on the old MOD site.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Inappropriate categorisation for Goostrey

Comment ID: DS456
Response Date: 01/02/13 16:06

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

The decision to rank the village of Goostrey in the same group as much larger towns is illogical. Goostrey is a village and therefore 
considerably smaller with a less developed local infrastructure. Severe doubts must exist as to whether it could support the proposed 
increased in the number of residents.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

The decision to rank the village of Goostrey in the same group as much larger towns is illogical.

Comment ID: DS370
Response Date: 29/01/13 10:56

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Object to Goostrey being a Local Service Centre. Your glossary definition of a sustainable village – ‘A settlement that has a limited range of 
services and facilities, with opportunities available to access more sustainable transport modes, where limited infill would be appropriate to 
meet locally generated needs.’ points to the village clearly falling into this definition.
The village only has 2 essential services, an hourly single bus service and cannot nor should be compared to LSC’s such as Holmes Chapel.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey should not be classed as a Local Service Centre and should be classified a Sustainable Village.

Comment ID: PP21
Response Date: 29/01/13 10:34

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

It is ludicrous to class Goostrey as a local service centre. It has a small primary school, very few shops, poor public transport, no youth 
facilities and only one B road running through the village. It is already 'busting at the seams' ,additional housing of the nunbers suggested 
here would triple the population and in no way could be supported by the infrastructure. Goostrey has a great community spirtit with residents 
working hard to ensure that it is a safe, nurturing environment for the children with minimal crime and social problems. This would be 
completely destroyed with the tripling of its' size.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey should not be classed as a local service centre. It hardly has the infrastructure to support current residents. This size of 
development would more than triple the population and is ludicrous to suggest.

Comment ID: DS333
Response Date: 28/01/13 09:56

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities
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View consultation point 
Statement Vision for Local Service Centres : Vision for Local Service Centres

PDF

View consultation point 
Statement Vision for Local Service Centres : Vision for Local Service Centres

PDF

View consultation point 
1: Introduction

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.17 : Option 7: Hybrid Growth Option

PDF

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

I cannot understand why Goostrey is ranked along the likes of Alderley Edge and Holmes Chapel. Goostrey is considerably smaller with a 
very limited number of local amenities, public transport links and virtually no employment opportunities. The overwhelming majority of 
residents commute and there is already considerable traffc on the road through the village which raises safety concerns, especially as the 
small primary school is spread acorss two sites on either side of the road. I simply cannot see how the infrastructure of this small village could 
handle any increase in residents. We are alreasy very concerned about the possible development of an anaerobic digester on the outskirts of 
the village which again would have very detrimental effects on the residents with huge safety and hygiene concerns.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey should not be ranked alongside Holmes Chapel and Alderley edge etc. Considerably smaller with minimal infrastructure and no 
additioanl employment opportunities. Goostrey is 'bursting at its seems' and connot support any more residents.

Comment ID: DS332
Response Date: 28/01/13 09:37

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

It is nonsensical that Goostrey should be classed as a Local Service Centre and should be classed as a sustainable village.
Goostrey would benefit from some small scale 'in-fill' housing developments and an upgrade to it's public transport links and better road 
maintenance. It will not benefit from having it's green belt eaten up by dis-proportionate developments dwarfing the current footprint of the 
village.
There also appears to be dubious population figures quoted for the village as well!

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Classify Goostrey as a Sustainable Village, not Local Service Centre, repair our roads and improve public transport links.

Comment ID: DS321
Response Date: 26/01/13 18:39

Habitats Regulations Assessment for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Comment only

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey is a rural village with a protected site (SSSI) called The Bongs. There are protected species including bats and great crested newts 
present in the area as well as Lapwings which are on the RSPB's endangered Red List. The protection of our protected sites and species 
should be supported.

Comment ID: DSHRA4
Response Date: 26/01/13 11:52

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Too high a percentage for Goostrey, a rural village. It would be spoiled for ever, but should be protected with focus on small towns not 
villages. Cheshire should be proud of its villages.

Comment ID: DSSA16
Response Date: 26/01/13 11:45

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles
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PDF
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PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.7 : Option 2: Growth in Crewe and Macclesfield and Key Service Centres outside of the Green Belt

PDF

View consultation point 
Table 6.5 : Option 1: Growth in Crewe and Key Service Centres Outside of the Green Belt

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

A growth of this scale is not realistic for Goostrey, CEC should preserve the rural nature of the village, a growth of 17% of local service 
centres is far too high. More focus should be on small and large towns, Goostrey village is out of place as a Local Service Centre and would 
be spoiled for ever if this were to take place.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Too high a percentage for Goostrey, would ruin the rural village character.

Comment ID: DSSA15
Response Date: 26/01/13 11:43

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

This rate of development is too high for Goostrey, its character would be spoiled for ever and would not be sustainable. Jodrell Bank 
consultation zone should be protected by planners not constantly contested. More focus should be on small and large towns.

Comment ID: DSSA14
Response Date: 26/01/13 11:40

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Support

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Development should be very limited in Goostrey, which is a rural village - it should not be treated as a small town as it is unsustainable to 
imagine that anything other than small development should take place. It is out of place that it is being treated as a Local Service Centre and 
should be a sustainable village under the criteria.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Limited development in Goostrey as it is a rural village. The village character should be protected, especially Jodrell Bank consultation zone.

Comment ID: DSSA13
Response Date: 26/01/13 11:37

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Such a high percentage would develop Goostrey too much and lose its rural village character for ever. It is in the wrong classification and the 
population figure should be checked. Such development should be restricuted to towns. Don't ruin Goostrey village.

Comment ID: DSSA12
Response Date: 26/01/13 11:33

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

7% is far to high a percentage to develop Goostrey, it would completely change the rural village and ruin is character for ever. Sustainable 
villages are proposed 3% which is a more realistic figure for Goostrey. It should not be classed as a Local Service Centre like Holmes Chapel 
etc. The focus should be on small and large towns.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

7% is far too much development to consider. Goostrey's rural village character would be lost for ever.

Comment ID: DSSA11
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: Local Service Centres and Sustainable Villages

PDF

View consultation point 
Policy CS 6 : Open Countryside

PDF

View consultation point 
Statement Vision for Local Service Centres : Vision for Local Service Centres

PDF

View consultation point 
Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

Response Date: 26/01/13 11:30

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Object to Goostrey being a Local Service Centre, only 2 essential services and contest the quoted population. It should not be treated the 
same as a town as Holmes Chapel nearby. There is only a limited bus service. Traffic would be a major problem with increased development. 
Goostrey should be a sustainable village, not LSC, with a lower development requirement. Futur generations will still want rural villages, not 
changing them into small towns.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey should not be classed as a Local Service Centre, the population figure should be checked.

Comment ID: PP18
Response Date: 26/01/13 11:12

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Support

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

The erosion of open-countryside and the extension of settlement boundaries should not be allowed particularly in Goostrey, unless it is infill 
for 2-3 inbetween built up frontage. Attention need to be given to design and landscape character so the appearance and style of Cheshire 
countryside is preserved.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Village settlement boundaries should be preserved, keeping main developments to sustainable areas of towns.

Comment ID: DS313
Response Date: 26/01/13 10:44

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

It is hard to understand how Goostrey can be in the same bracket as Holmes Chapel etc as it's population is much smaller. A village like 
Goostrey cannot sustain large development, it would lead to traffic problems, the consultation does not describe 'modest growth' and could 
lead to overdevelopment. Goostrey is a rural, picturesque village and development should be restricted to retain its character. Jodrell Bank's 
needs should also be taken into account.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey would not sustain large development and does not fit the Local Service Centre bracket, being close to e.g. Holmes Chapel which is 
substantially bigger. Larger villages should not be treated the same way as small towns.

Comment ID: DS312
Response Date: 26/01/13 10:37

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Goostrey should not be classed in the same group as small towns as Local Service Centres as it does not have such a large population. It is 
too difficult to tell what 'small scale development' would mean. If all 13 LSC have to share 2000 new homes it would mean too much 
development for a rural village as Goostrey. New employment land and houses should be focused on our small towns rather than our large 
villages. Care should be taken to stop villages merging - open gap - and use small in-fills rather than breaking boundaries to preserve our 
village.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey village should be protected from over development to retain its rural charm. Contest it being a Local Service Centre due to 
population.

Comment ID: DS311
Response Date: 26/01/13 10:36
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PDF
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PDF
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PDF
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Table 6.5 : Option 1: Growth in Crewe and Key Service Centres Outside of the Green Belt

PDF

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

A large village like Goostrey should have development of employment land and housing restricted to keep it a village and not turn it slowly into 
a small town. People who currently choose to live there do so as it is a rural village. .

Comment ID: DS310
Response Date: 26/01/13 10:30

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Growth of 17% of local service centres is far too much. This aims to develop villages like Goostrey at too high a rate and would ruin their 
charm and character. More focus should be on small and large towns

Comment ID: DSSA10
Response Date: 24/01/13 22:22

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Support

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

limited growth of Goostrey would help maintain its charm and character.

Comment ID: DSSA9
Response Date: 24/01/13 22:19

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Support

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

We need to limit development in villages such as Goostrey to preserve their charm and character

Comment ID: DSSA8
Response Date: 24/01/13 22:18

Sustainability Appraisal for the Development Strategy and Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Larger villages such as Goostrey should not be developed at this rate. More sustainable to develop our small and large towns .

Comment ID: DSSA7
Response Date: 24/01/13 21:48

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Local Services Centres should be limited to small towns and not include our villages such as Goostrey. Any additional housing required by 
additional jobs should be focused in our main employment areas and major shopping centres
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Policy CS 2 : Settlement Hierarchy and Spatial Distribution

PDF
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Statement Vision for Local Service Centres : Vision for Local Service Centres

PDF

View consultation point 
: Local Service Centres and Sustainable Villages

PDF

Comment ID: DS247
Response Date: 22/01/13 23:43

Shaping Our Future: A Development Strategy for Jobs and Sustainable Communities

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

Villages such as Goostrey should not included as Local Service Centres with small towns such as Alderley Edge and Holmes Chapel. 
Additional housing in Goostrey would not be 'sustainable' as the majority of inhabitants are commuters and would just serve to increase car 
use. Definition of Local Service Centres should be limited to small towns. Leave our villages alone.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Local Service Centres should be limited to small towns

Comment ID: DS246
Response Date: 22/01/13 23:37

Shaping Our Future: Emerging Policy Principles

 
Is this comment in support of, or an objection to this section?

Object

 
Please type your comment here (if longer than 300 characters the system will also ask you to provide a summary before you submit 
your comment):

We object to Goostrey being included as a Local Services Centre as by the definition of this study it only meets two of the required definitions. 
Goostrey is occupied predominantly by retired people and commuters and is very much a car dependant community and therefore cannot 
support further 'sustainable' development. The nearest main supermarkets are at Knutsford, Congleton, Northwich and Macclesfield. The bus 
service is poor and trains only run hourly. We suggest that its definition is changed to a rural village as although does have a small number of 
local shops travel is required to to larger centres for jobs, healthcare and other services.

 
Please provide a summary of your comment here (less than 300 characters):

Goostrey is not a suitable Local Services Centre

Comment ID: PP6
Response Date: 18/01/13 12:03

Draft Revised Interim Planning Policy for the Release of Housing Land
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View consultation point 

PDF

View consultation point 
: Spatial Options Consultation Questions

PDF

View consultation point 
: Key Challenges Consultation Questions

 
Do you agree with the Introduction to the Revised Interim Planning Policy for the Release of Housing Land? (Pages 2 and 3)

Comment

 
Please provide any comment (please indicate the paragraph number that any specific comments relate to).

There is a need for Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) to plan positively and seek opportunities to meet the development needs of their area. It 
is in this context that the IPP should be prepared.

 
Please provide any comment

The policy states that when it is demonstrated through the Annual Monitoring Report that there is not a five year supply of housing land as 
defined by the NPPF, subject to other saved policies of the relevant Local Plan being satisfied, residential development will be permitted in the 
following locations:
1. Adjacent to the settlement boundary of Crewe (subject to a range of criteria);
2. As part of mixed developments in town centres and regeneration areas to support the provision of employment, town centre and community 
uses; and
3. Adjacent to the settlement boundary of Macclesfield and the nine Key Service Centres (Alsager, Congleton, Handforth, Knutsford, 
Middlewich, Nantwich, Poynton, Sandbach and Wilmslow) (subject to a range of criteria).
The inclusion of sites adjacent to the settlement boundaries of Macclesfield and the nine Key Service Centres is an addition to the original 
IPP, as it was evident that Crewe on its own would not deliver the Borough’s housing supply requirements and therefore the IPP had to be 
expended.
In principle there is support for the acknowledgment that sites adjacent to Crewe and within town centres/regeneration areas alone cannot 
address the shortfall in housing across Cheshire East and that sites elsewhere are required. However, it is considered that sites adjacent to 
other settlements (in addition to those identified in the Revised IPP) in the Borough can also make a valuable contribution to the housing land 
supply position and should not be prevented from coming forward for residential development.
For example, Goostrey has a number of services located within walking distance of sites adjacent to the settlement boundary, including a 
parade of shops which provide a Post Office, a hairdressers, butchers and newsagents. It is considered that attracting additional residential 
development within Goostrey, whilst also contributing to the current shortfall of housing, will attract more people to the area which will increase 
spending on local services and assist businesses in remaining operational.
In terms of accessibility, Goostrey has a Train Station which offers journeys to a range of destinations including Crewe, Sandbach, Alderley 
Edge, Wilmslow, Stockport and Manchester. The number 319 bus provides a circular journey visiting Sandbach, Holmes Chapel Shopping 
Precinct, Goostrey Booth Bed Lane and Goostrey Train Station and runs at a frequency of 1 bus per hour during the morning and early 
afternoon.
The tests for assessing the deliverability of a site remain as originally outlined in Planning Policy Statement 3 (PPS3) and are carried forward 
into the NPPF; sites must be available now, offer a suitable location for development and be achievable. It is these tests which should be used 
to identify suitable future housing sites. Goostrey should be viewed as a suitable location for future residential development and sites adjacent 
to the settlement boundary should be assessed on their suitability and sustainability rather than being discounted purely on the basis of the 
restrictive Revised IPP.
It is evident from the publication of the NPPF that the Government are very keen for sustainable development to be encouraged. Based on the 
information above, and taking into account the significant shortfall in housing land supply across Cheshire East, sites adjacent to settlements 
such as Goostrey should be considered for future residential development as they would make a valid contribution to the Borough’s housing 
land supply targets.
In conclusion, whilst the addition of other locations for future residential development is supported in principle, it is considered that sites 
adjacent to other smaller settlements not identified in the Revised IPP should still be able to come forward. It is therefore requested that the 
Revised IPP is amended to reflect this, as sites adjacent to settlements such as Goostrey are well placed and suitable to make a valuable 
contribution to the shortfall in housing across the Borough and should be able to come forward. A proactive and positive approach to 
residential development across Cheshire East should be adopted that is based on the NPPF and its presumption in favour of sustainable 
development rather than being onerous and restrictive. Sites should be assessed on their deliverability and their realistic prospects of 
delivering residential development to assist in meeting the housing shortfall across the Borough.

Comment ID: RIPP94
Response Date: 07/06/12 10:22

Core Strategy Issues and Options Consultation Macclesfield Civic Society (Mr Keith Smith) (ID: 648628)

 
Q6a: Which of the options do you prefer?

None of the above

 
Q6b: What are your reasons for choosing this option?

Please see attached letter

Attachments:

Macclesfield Civic Society 23.12.2010.pdf (Size: 299.96K) 

Comment ID: 1018
Response Date: 23/12/10 15:36

Core Strategy Issues and Options Consultation Somerford Parish Council (Mrs J Mason) (ID: 459917)

 
Q1a: Are there any other challenges you feel need to be addressed?

Yes

 
Q1b: In what area(s) in particular?

Economy
Housing
Accessibility & Transport

 
Q1c: What do you feel are the other challenges within the area(s) you specified above?

Please see attached questionnaire

Attachments:

Somerford Parish Council 21.12.2010.pdf (Size: 477.6K) 

Comment ID: 866
Response Date: 21/12/10 12:00
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Core Strategy Issues and Options Consultation Goostrey Parish Council (Mrs Denise Draper) (ID: 459864)

Local Service Centres•

No, I disagree

 
Q5b: Please give your reasons for your answers above.

Goostrey Parish Council is slightly surprised to find Goostrey bracketed with Holmes Chapel and Chelford in terms of potential housing 
growth, given that the village is considerably smaller than Holmes Chapel and that permission has, we believe, already been granted for 
development in Chelford.
The PC is not opposed to individual or small scale development at appropriate places within the village, but we are anxious to preserve not 
just the village's character, but also separation between Goostrey and neighbouring villages such as Twemlow and Cranage.
The PC believes that 'in fill' development which effectively, over time, joins up separate communities is a mistake.

Comment ID: 759
Response Date: 20/12/10 14:26

Core Strategy Issues and Options Consultation Strutt and Parker LLP ( ) (ID: 502346)

 
Chapter 7 designates settlement areas into three categories: Principal Towns, Key Service Centres and Local Service Centres.Q5a: Do 
you agree with the proposed designations?
Principal Towns•

Yes, I agree

Key Service Centres•

No, I disagree

Local Service Centres•

Yes, I agree

 
Q5b: Please give your reasons for your answers above.

Whilst we agree that Sandbach should be included within the ‘Key Service Centres’ designation, we believe that it should be ranked higher up 
and indeed at the top of the ‘Key Service Centres’ designation. This assessment is borne from the consideration of Sanbach’s merits in terms 
of sustainability, accessibility, lack of physical constraints, restrictive existing Development Plan allocations, housing need and potential for 
deliverability.
To establish our reasoning for the above comments, a comprehensive settlement hierarchy assessment has been undertaken, the 
methodology and findings of which are detailed in full within the ‘Settlement Hierarchy’ section of the supplementary report.

Attachments:

Culkin Appendix1.pdf (Size: 105.71K) 
Culkin Appendix2.pdf (Size: 498.44K) 
Culkin Appendix3.pdf (Size: 303.71K) 
Culkin Appendix4.pdf (Size: 2,281.25K) 
Culkin Executive Summary.pdf (Size: 52.32K) 
Culkin Questionnaire.pdf (Size: 78.18K) 
Culkin Supporting Report.pdf (Size: 376.98K) 

Comment ID: 1327
Response Date: 17/12/10 14:40

Core Strategy Issues and Options Consultation Dorfold Estate ( ) (ID: 499047)

 
Chapter 7 designates settlement areas into three categories: Principal Towns, Key Service Centres and Local Service Centres.Q5a: Do 
you agree with the proposed designations?
Principal Towns•

Yes, I agree

Key Service Centres•

Yes, I agree

Local Service Centres•

Yes, I agree

 
Q5b: Please give your reasons for your answers above.

We generally agree that Nantwich should be included within the ‘Key Service Centre’ category.
However, we consider that a fourth level in the hierarchy should be created, which effectively contains smaller settlements which form 
‘satellite/subsidiary settlements’ which support the larger settlements. We believe that Acton should be contained within this recommended 
category.
Nantwich should be retained as a ‘Key Service Centre’ due to its sustainability deliverables; i.e. critical mass as one of the largest towns in the 
Borough with a population of 4,507, containing circa 60 shops, a high provision of education institutions (2 high schools, 5 primary schools, 2 
nursery schools), 3 doctors, and a train station.
Acton should be included as a ‘satellite/subsidiary settlement’ as suggested above, in recognition of its proximity to Nantwich which, as a 
result of being within a mile to Nantwich Town Centre, becomes much more sustainable than many other rural settlements within the Borough. 
To illustrate its sustainability deliverables as a settlement, when taking account of the size of the Acton/Nantwich area, and Acton’s 
accessibility by foot to local services, amenities and local transport (all within 1.5 miles) Acton is indeed more sustainable than Chelford, 
Goostrey, Holmes Chapel, Mobberley and Wrenbury. An example of how this could operate is set out in Shropshire Council’s Final Core 
Strategy (i.e. the neighbouring Authority), which has identified a set of ‘community clusters/hubs’ within which circa 35% of Shropshire’s 
residential development will be delivered. This is detailed within CS1 ‘Strategic Approach’ policy and ensures that ‘rural areas will become 
more sustainable through a ‘rural rebalance’ approach.’

Comment ID: 1258
Response Date: 17/12/10 14:34

Core Strategy Issues and Options Consultation Persimmon Homes ( ) (ID: 496446)
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PDF

View consultation point 
: Key Challenges Consultation Questions

 
Chapter 7 designates settlement areas into three categories: Principal Towns, Key Service Centres and Local Service Centres.Q5a: Do 
you agree with the proposed designations?
Principal Towns•

Yes, I agree

Key Service Centres•

No, I disagree

Local Service Centres•

No, I disagree

 
Q5b: Please give your reasons for your answers above.

Holmes Chapel should be recognised as playing a greater role in meeting the development needs of Cheshire East than currently envisaged 
in the CS and be redefined as a KSC. We
support Sandbach and Alsager being identified as KSCs. However we object to Holmes Chapel being identified as a Local Service centre 
where limited growth can take place. Paragraph 7.26 states that towns which have good standards of accessibility by rail and bus, will be the 
main focus for development. Despite this, Holmes Chapel which has a range of services and facilities including primary and secondary 
education, rail station, range of shops, doctors and bus services is a LSC. In the Settlement Hierarchy Background Paper (November 2010), 
Holmes Chapel is identified as having the necessary services and facilities to be a KSC (Table 6.1). However paragraph 6.12 explains that 
Holmes Chapel and some other settlements are noticeably smaller in size and have fewer than 3% of the total population and households in 
Cheshire East. As a result they are considered to act as LSCs.
Holmes Chapel should be capable of accommodating a greater proportion of the development needs of Cheshire East. It is not comparable to 
other LSCs such as Goostrey and Prestbury for example. This is confirmed in paragraph 7.5 of the Background Paper.

Comment ID: 947
Response Date: 16/12/10 15:54

Core Strategy Issues and Options Consultation Twemlow Parish Council (Mrs Julie Mason) (ID: 494829)

 
Q1a: Are there any other challenges you feel need to be addressed?

Yes

 
Q1b: In what area(s) in particular?

Economy
Housing
Environment

 

infrastructure

 
Q1c: What do you feel are the other challenges within the area(s) you specified above?

There is a concern that we are overloading the infrastructure especially the roads. There is no real need to expand Holmes Chapel or 
Goostrey although they should not be left just as dormitary settlements. Although consideration should be given to the old 'Fine Art' site 
development would be best suited to housing.

Comment ID: 350
Response Date: 15/12/10 10:43

Core Strategy Issues and Options Consultation Cranage Parish Council (Mrs J Mason) (ID: 459857)

 
Q1a: Are there any other challenges you feel need to be addressed?

Yes

 
Q1b: In what area(s) in particular?

Retail / Town Centres
Accessibility & Transport

 
Q1c: What do you feel are the other challenges within the area(s) you specified above?

Please see attached questionnaire

Attachments:

J Mason 10.12.2010.pdf (Size: 458.6K) 

Comment ID: 441
Response Date: 10/12/10 12:00
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